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Concrete is the most widely used man-made material in
the modern construction industry. However, the service
life of concrete has been seriously shortened due to dura-
bility problems, particularly when serving in nonideal
environments and suffering internal/external attacks. In
this regard, the development of a better understanding of
the deterioration mechanisms as well as reliable prediction
methods for durability properties and/or long-term perfor-
mance of concrete is necessary. Modern computational
modelling theories and methods are favorable for bringing
innovative solutions to the above issues. The objective
of this special issue is to present novel modelling stud-
ies on concrete durability by using analytical/numerical
approaches alone or in conjunction with experimental
techniques.

During the submission period, we received more than
20 submissions from more than 10 different countries.
All these submissions were well written and had their
own innovations, but only 4 of them were selected as they
were closer to the subjects of this special issue. The articles
published in this special issue covered various scales from
the C-S-H to reinforced concrete components and finally
concrete-based buildings, and the following topics were
involved: (a) simulation of deterioration processes; (b) per-
meability and diffusivity modelling; (c) cracking and frac-
ture detection; (d) simulation of rebar corrosion process;
(e) simulation of hydration processes; and (f) prediction

model of long-term performance. The contributions offered
by each paper are detailed in the following.

The paper entitled “Numerical Study on Diffusion of
Chloride and Induced Rebar Corrosion by Two-Dimensional
Multiscale Approach” by X. Tu et al. described a two-
dimensional multiscale model including core parts and com-
pensation apart and three-phase mesoscales including
binder, aggregate, and ITZ to simulate chloride diffusion
within concrete. The diffusivity and width of ITZ, volume
fraction, and grade of aggregate were studied. Besides, the
authors also discussed rebar corrosion in terms of intrusion
by external chloride. The distribution of chloride content
was considered with the change of ITZ and compensation.
This presented work showed the benefits of a multiscale
model and provided the basis for future large-scale structure
numerical studies.

The paper entitled “Modeling of the Axial Load Capacity
of RC Columns Strengthened with Steel Jacketing under
Preloading Based on FE Simulation” by A. M. Sayed and H.
M. Diab devised a macroscale three-dimensional finite ele-
ment (FE) model to analyze the conduct and capacity of
RC (reinforced concrete) square columns reinforced with
steel jacketing under static preload. In comparison with pre-
viously experimental results, the proposed FE model of the
component showed good accuracy. Thus, the model revealed
the potential for calculating RC columns’ load capacity and
for predicting accurate failure modes.
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The paper entitled “Hydration of Early Age Cement Paste
with Nano-CaCO3 and SAP by LF-NMR Spectroscopy:
Mechanism and Prediction” by H. Zhao et al. brought a
deep-seated mechanism such as the interaction among vari-
ous mineral hydrations into consideration and tested the
evolution of the physically bound water using the low-field
nuclear magnetic resonance (LF-NMR) technology. The
microscope hydration process was divided into 4 periods
and analyzed, respectively. The effects of water to cement
ratio (w/c), NC (nano-CaCO3), and SAP (superabsorbent
polymer) on each hydration process period of cement-
based materials were discussed in detail. Meanwhile, a mod-
ified hydration model considering the content of NC and
SAP is also proposed.

The paper entitled “Improved Crack Detection and Rec-
ognition Based on Convolutional Neural Network” by K.
Chen et al. improved crack detection based on convolutional
neural networks, which can automatically detect whether an
image contains cracks and mark the location of the cracks. In
this paper, the authors firstly tested and improved the convo-
lution neural networks with an accuracy of 99.71%. Secondly,
they introduced this automatic system for historic buildings.
From their experiments, the system had a certain value for
periodic inspection and maintenance of long-term buildings.

With this special issue, we hope researchers (and inter-
ested readers as well) who have been engaged in this or
related areas receive advanced information, gain ideas, and
then further promote the development of modelling of con-
crete durability. We, the guest editors, hope it will stimulate
relevant research interests on both performance prediction
at the structural level and mechanism investigations at the
material level in the coming future.
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Concrete cracks are very serious and potentially dangerous. -ere are three obvious limitations existing in the present machine
learning methods: low recognition rate, low accuracy, and long time. Improved crack detection based on convolutional neural
networks can automatically detect whether an image contains cracks and mark the location of the cracks, which can greatly
improve the monitoring efficiency. Experimental results show that the Adam optimization algorithm and batch normalization
(BN) algorithm can make the model converge faster and achieve the maximum accuracy of 99.71%.

1. Introduction

Traditional concrete which is used for various construction
purposes such as buildings, bridges, and dams often age due
to years of use which causes problems that affect the con-
struction facilities. In order to avoid the problems caused by
the aging of the facilities, it is necessary to continuously
monitor and maintain the facilities. -e traditional manual
inspection method obviously cannot meet the huge road
pavement inspection requirements. At present, many
computer vision technologies realize the detection of cracks.
Yiyang proposed a crack detection algorithm based on
digital image processing technology [1]. -rough pre-
processing, image segmentation, and feature extraction,
Yiyang obtained information about the crack image. -e
threshold segmentation method is used after smoothing the
accepted input image. To determine their image, Yiyang
calculated the area and circumference of the circle. -en, by
comparison, Yiyang evaluated the presence of cracks in the
image. Oliveira and Correia designed an automatic crack
detection system [2]. Crack detection here is based on a
sample. In the sample paradigm, a subset of the available

image databases is automatically selected and used for
unsupervised training of system images. -ey have char-
acterized operations based on the classification of non-
overlapping image blocks. -e width of the crack is then
estimated based on the detection of the crack block. An
improved dynamic programming-based algorithm is pro-
posed to detect cracks [3]. -e algorithm performs fast but
has low accuracy.-eGabor filter is used to detect cracks [4],
which has a good effect on the detection of simple pavement
cracks and is severely broken for the detection of complex
cracks. Zhang et al. [5] adopted four-layer convolutional
neural network (CNN) to realize crack detection, with an
accuracy of 87%, which needs to be improved. Zhang et al.
[6] proposed a new region growth algorithm to detect road
cracks, which is not suitable for detecting small and scattered
cracks in the road. -e extended finite element formula
(XFEM) combined with the genetic algorithm (GA) has been
proven to be effective in detecting structural defects [7–9],
but this method also has many limitations. In this article, a
novel method [10] is used to improve the convolutional
neural network [11, 12], so that the convolutional neural
network can automatically detect the crack in the image and
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mark the corresponding position. -e contribution of this
article is twofold. -e first system based on convolutional
neural network is a good technique for detecting cracks in
concrete structures, with an average accuracy of 99.71%.
Secondly, the automatic detection system for historical
buildings is introduced. In order to ensure the integrity of
historical building structure, especially the degradation of
masonry structure caused by aging and human activities, it
has certain reference value for periodic inspection and
maintenance of cultural relics. In practical, drones can easily
detect ancient buildings, bridges, dams, and temples that are
not easily monitored by humans. A convolutional neural
network is used to collect images, detect the presence of
cracks, and mark the corresponding cracks.

2. Improvement Based on Convolutional
Neural Network

2.1. Classical Convolutional Neural Network. Relative to
traditional neural network back propagation (BP neural
network) [12, 13], the use of weight sharing in convolutional
neural networks can greatly reduce network parameters and
accelerate the training speed of the network. -e perfor-
mance is stronger than that of BP neural networks. Con-
volutional neural networks have powerful feature extraction
capabilities. Using the advantages of convolutional neural
networks, convolutional neural networks are widely used in
various fields, including image classification, object de-
tection, autopilot, and image style migration.

A classic convolutional neural network usually includes
an input layer, a convolutional layer, a pooled layer (under
the layer), a fully connected layer, and an output layer, as
shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1. Convolution Layer

Hi � f Hi− 1 ⊗Wi + bi( , (1)

where i indicates the number of layers in the network, Hi− 1
represents the upper layer, i − 1 indicates the layer output
value, and wi indicates the weight of the network at the i

level. -e weight is generally carried out by random ini-
tialization. -e “⊗” symbol indicates a convolution opera-
tion, where f indicates that the result of the convolution is
input to an activation function that is nonlinearized.

2.1.2. Pooling Layer. -e pooling layer includes max pool-
ing, mean pooling, and random pooling. Here, the maxi-
mum pooling used in this paper is mainly discussed.
Maximum pooling, selects the maximum value in the area
within a certain area.

2.2. ImprovementBasedonConvolutionalNerve. Because the
crack to be identified is quite different from the background
color of the picture, the task of identification is relatively
simple. -erefore, the convolution kernel and pooling size
used in the network are generally large, and the network
structure is simple. -e network is batch normalized (BN)

[14] after each layer of pooling.-emathematical expression
of batch normalization is normalized, as shown in the
formula (2)–(5). -e input is normalized to a data distri-
bution with an average of 0 and a variance of 1. -en, the
normalization operation destroys the possible data distri-
bution of the data itself and performs matrix shrinking and
translation on the normalized result to recover the data
distribution characteristics that the data itself may have.
Batch normalization can avoid the model overfitting to some
extent. At the same time, it can accelerate the convergence of
the model and improve the stability of training.
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yi⟵ cxi + β ≡ BNc,β xi( . (5)

2.2.1. Adam Algorithm. In terms of the choice of optimizer
for model training, instead of the traditional SGD [15]
optimization using the faster convergence Adam [16] al-
gorithm, Adam was submitted by OpenAI’s Diederik
Kingma and the University of Toronto’s Jimmy Ba to the
2015 ICLR paper (Adam), “A Method for Stochastic Opti-
mization.” Adam can set a learning rate for each weight
parameter, giving a smaller learning rate for those weights
that are updatedmore frequently and giving a larger learning
rate for those with fewer updates, while updating the pa-
rameters. -e momentum technique is introduced to con-
sider the past gradient in the parameter update, so that the
updated value of the current time is composed of the gra-
dient and the last updated gradient, which can effectively
reduce the oscillation of the loss function, stabilize the
training process, and speed up the training. -e updated
formula is as follows:

θt+1 � θt −
η

�
v

√
t + ∈

mt, (6)

where θ represents the parameters in the network, the
number of iterations of the t, η represents the network
learning rate, and ε is a small floating-point number, which
is used to avoid meaningless operations when the de-
nominator M

���
(v)


Nt is zero Also, mt represents the gradient

after increasing the momentum factor, and the function of�
v

√
t is to set a separate learning rate for each parameter.

2.3. Network Structure. -e network structure used in this
paper is shown in Figure 2. -e input is a 227-pixel× 227-
pixel RGB 3-channel picture. After 24 convolution kernels
with a size of 20× 20 and a stride of 2, 114×114 is obtained.
-e tensor output of ×24, after 7× 7, the pooling layer with a
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step size of 2 outputs 57× 57× 24 tensor, then it is subjected
to nonlinearization by batch normalization (BN) and relu
activation function processing. -en, after 48 convolutions
of 15×15 steps of 2, a tensor of 22× 22× 48 is obtained, and
after 4× 4 steps of 2, a tensor of 10×10× 48 is obtained, also
after the tensor. Similarly, after the tensor is obtained, it is
processed by batch normalized processing (BN) and relu
activation function for nonlinear processing, the activated
10×10× 48 tensor is obtained, and then 96 convolutions of
10×10 steps are obtained to obtain 1× 1× 96 tensor. -en,
after passing through the fully connected layer of size 2, it is
then passed through softmax to convert the output value
into a probability output to obtain the result. Note that there
are many parameters in the fully connected layer. In order to
avoid overfitting, dropout [17] is used to ignore some nodes
randomly and proportionally, so that the node does not
work in this calculation, and to avoid the overfitting to some
extent. -e specific network parameter configuration is
shown in Table 1.

3. Empirical Research

3.1. Lab Environment

Translator: Python3.6
Operating environment: Spyder

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6200U CPU @
2.60GHz 2.59GHz
Running memory: 4G
Operating system: Windows 10 Enterprise
Machine learning framework: TensorFlow 1.8

3.2. Data Set. A training data set of concrete gap images
provided by Mendeley [18], including specific images with
cracks. -e test data comes from Middle East Technical
University campus building. -e data set is divided into two
categories, cracked and crack-free images. Each type of
image has 20,000 images, and each image has RGB pixels of
227-pixels× 227-pixels, for a total of 40,000 images. -e
crack data set image is shown in Figure 3 below.-ese 40,000
images are cut from 458 high-resolution (4032× 3024)
images, which are mentioned in Figure 3. High-resolution
images differ in terms of the lighting and the like.

3.3. Experimental Result. Before the experiment begins, the
data are divided into a part of the verification data set. -e
size of the model output data batch is 32. Before image input,
sample normalization of the image was conducted and label
data were encoded by one-hot encoding. Use the network
structure of Figure 2 for training. -e loss value is printed

1

2

3

4

C1 (20 × 20 × 24)

P2 (7 × 7) C3 (15 × 15 × 48) P4 (4 × 4 × 48) C5 (10 × 10 × 96)
Drop

Image input
(227 × 227 × 3)

L1
(114 × 114 × 24)

L2_BN_relu
(57 × 57 × 24)

L3
(22 × 22 × 48)

L4_BN_relu
(10 × 10 × 48)

L5_relu
(1 × 1 × 96)

So
�m

ax

Figure 2: Network structure.

Pooling layer

Input layer

Pooling layer Output layer
Fully connected layerConvolution layer

Convolution layer

Figure 1: Typical convolutional neural network.
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once in every 100 iterations, and the model is evaluated once
every 1000 iterations using the verification data set, as shown
in Figure 4. If the correct rate of this evaluation is greater
than the last time, the model is retained, and if 100 con-
secutive times are less than the correct rate of the previous
evaluation, then training is stopped, which experimentally
proves that the use of Adam optimization algorithm and
batch normalization (BN) can make the model converge
faster.

After 110 k iteration, the program automatically stops
training, and the correct rate of the model is about 99.71%.
As can be seen from Figure 5, after 11 k iterations, the
maximum correct rate is achieved. It takes about 50minutes.
As can be seen from the figure, due to the continuous re-
duction of the learning rate, the correct rate is gradually
stabilized in the later stages of training.

Table 2 shows Zhang’s ConvNet built through the Caffe
framework and trained through the use of 5-fold cross-
validation [5]. -e results obtained from different methods
i.e., SVM and Boost are compared. Using ConvNes and
Adam, it can be seen that the accuracy result of each method
is 0.8112, 0.736, 0.8696, and 0.9971, respectively. -e most
accurate result is that of the Adam method.

3.4. Recognition Effect Display and Analysis. -e large size
images used for verification come from Google Images, all
containing cracks. Since the image resolution is much larger
than the 227× 227 input size of the model, the image is first
cut into small images of 227× 227 and placed into the model.
After detection, the results are returned and the crack lo-
cation is marked in the figure according to the returned
results. -e specific effect diagram is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 3: Crack image sample.

Table 1: Network parameter.

Layer Size Operator Filters Kernel_size Strides Padding
Input 227× 227× 3 C1 24 20× 20 2 Same
L1 114×114× 24 P2 — 7× 7 2 Same

L2 57× 57× 24
BN — — — —
relu — — — —
C3 48 15×15 2 Valid

L3 22× 22× 48 P4 — 4× 4 2 Valid

L4 10×10× 48
BN — — — —
relu — — — —
C4 96 10×10 2 Valid

L5 1× 1× 96 relu — — — —
Drop — — — —

L6 1× 1× 2 C5 2 1× 1 1 Valid
-e learning rate is set to 0.0001, and the learning rate drops to 0.99 for each iteration of 100; the dropout is set to 0.5.

4 Modelling and Simulation in Engineering
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0.992

Figure 5: Correct rate change chart. -e light line is the set of real data points, and the solid line is the set of points after the smoothing
process.

Table 2: Performance comparison of different methods.

Method SVM Boosting ConvNets Adam
Precision 0.8112 0.736 0.8696 0.9971

Loss

0.328

0.314

0.326

0.322

0.320

0.318

0.316

0.312

0.000 10.00k 20.00k 30.00k 40.00k 50.00k 60.00k 70.00k 80.00k 90.00k 100.0k 110.0k

0.324

Figure 4: Printed loss value. Each iteration prints a loss of 100 times and evaluates the model once per 1000 iterations using the validation
data set.
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By comparing the results of the picture, it can be seen that
the model can better distinguish the picture with the contrast of
the background color of the crack and the picture, as shown in
Figures 6(a), 6(c), and 6(d). However, in Figures 6(b), 6(e), and
6(f), the identification effects are not properly visible for cracks
which is unapparent. -e reason behind this issue is that cracks
are narrow and the colour of the cracks is similar to the
background colour of the wall. -e result is poor in Figure 6(g)
as it does not identify a crack, which may be due to the model
itself is based on the black interpretation of the image to de-
termine whether there is a crack.-e solution to this problem is
to add black to the background in the training dataset or include
relatively dark lines of cracks on similar pictures while doing
analysis using the neural network.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the use of relatively simple and improved con-
volutional neural networks has successfully achieved the
identification of cracks and has a very high accuracy rate. For the
analysis of relatively simple crack identification, it is suggested
that the use of large convolution and poolingmethodology with
fewer network layers can be helpful to get better results.

Data Availability
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In this paper, by testing the evolution of the physically bound water using the low-field nuclear magnetic resonance (LF-NMR)
technology, the hydration process of cement paste with nano-CaCO3 (NC) and superabsorbent polymer (SAP) at early age is
investigated. Results indicate that the hydration process can be divided into four periods according to the zero points of the
second-order differential hydration curve: initial period, acceleration period, deceleration period, and steady period. Firstly, with
the increase in the water to cement ratio, the starting time of the hydration period is delayed, and the duration becomes longer.
Secondly, the addition of NC leads to the speedy arrival of each period and shortens the duration of each period in the hydration
process, and the optimal NC content is 1.5%.-irdly, with the increase in SAP content, the starting time of the hydration period is
delayed and the duration becomes longer. Finally, based on the experimental results and the existing hydration model, the
modified hydration model considering the content of NC and SAP is proposed.

1. Introduction

Concrete is the most widely used man-made construction
material in the world, and the mechanical property and
durability are focused in recent studies [1–5]. Nano-
materials, as products of nanotechnology, are defined as
materials with particle sizes less than 100 nm and have many
superior properties that differ from traditional materials
[6, 7]. Nanomaterials can enhance the physical and me-
chanical properties of the cement-basedmaterials effectively,
reduce the porosity, and help in manufacturing the concrete
with better performance [8]. -e price of nano-SiO2 [9],
nano-Al2O3 [10], nano-TiO2 [11], and other materials are
very expensive, which makes it difficult to be widely used in

cement-based materials. But NC has many advantages such
as low price, small particle size, and large surface area, which
can be filled with cement particles to make the micro-
structure more compact [12]. -e research indicates that NC
can promote hydration process and induce new hydration
products [13].-erefore, it is significant to study the effect of
NC on the hydration process of cement-based materials.
Furthermore, traditional external curing methods are not
effective because the curing water penetrates only the surface
layer of the concrete [14]. Internal curing with SAP is an
effective method to reduce the decrease in internal relative
humidity by supplying additional water [15] and to prevent
the detrimental effects of shrinkage by producing a dense
crack-free microstructure [16].
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Scholars have done a series of experimental studies on
the influence of NC or SAP on cement-based materials.
Wang and Zhang [17] studied the effects of NC on the
hydration properties of silicate cement by using the
microthermograph method and the differential scanning
thermal analysis. -e results showed that the use of NC
could promote the hydration and enhance the heat of hy-
dration. Liu et al. [18] used the ultrasonic method to study
the influence of NC on the performance of cement paste.-e
results showed that when the dosage of NC was 2%, the
initial time and final time of concrete were shortened by
61min and 39min, respectively. So, the addition of NC can
promote the hydration reaction of cement paste. Camiletti
et al. [19] studied the effect of NC on the performance of
super-high-performance concrete by using thermal analysis.
-e results indicated that NC accelerates the hydration
process of cement by inducing nucleation effect. Esteves [20]
studied the hydration degree of cement paste and mortar by
using the differential thermogravimetric analysis.-e results
showed that SAP promoted cement hydration. Justs et al.
[21] found that SAP promoted hydration of cement-based
materials from 7 to 28 days. However, there is no research on
the combined impact of NS and SAP on hydration of ce-
ment-based materials at present. -us, the effects of NC and
SAP on the hydration process of cement-based materials
were investigated in this paper.

At present, there are many research methods of the early
age hydration process such as ultrasonic method [22], re-
sistivity method [23], hydrated thermal analysis method [24],
and ultrasonic testing method [25]. -ese methods have made
great progress in the study of hydration process. However,
there are still many deep-seatedmechanisms that have not been
systematically solved, especially the interaction among various
mineral hydration. Low-field nuclear magnetic resonance (LF-
NMR) technology is utilized to study the hydration of cement-
basedmaterials by testing the evolution of the physically bound
water [26, 27]. It is quick, continuous, and lossless. Apih et al.
[28] found that the longitudinal relaxation time (T1) of the
cement paste decreased with the progress of hydration, which
could reveal the different periods of cement hydration. She et al.
[29] measured the T2 signal intensity of the physically bound
water in the cement paste and found that the evolution of T2
could well describe the hydration kinetics. -e initial period,
acceleration period, and steady period were characterized
according to the different rates of change. Moreover, the re-
action and the mechanism of each period were discussed based
on the theory of cement chemistry.

In this paper, the effects of the water to cement ratio
(w/c), NC, and SAP on the hydration process of cement
paste are tested and discussed based on LF-NMR. Fur-
thermore, the modified hydration model considering the
effects of NC and SAP is proposed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. In this experiment, P.II52.5 Portland cement
with the specific surface area of 350m2/kg and density of
3180kg/m3 was used. -e chemical composition of cement is
shown in Table 1. NC (Figure 1) with the purity of the NC of

above 95wt.% and grain size ranging from 40nm to 80nm was
used in this test. -e polycarboxylic high-performance water-
reducing agent produced by Sobute New Materials Company
Ltd. (Nanjing, China) was used. However, the SAP (Figure 2)
used in this study is an organic-inorganic polymer material and
the water absorption capacity is 20 g water per gram of SAPs.

-e influencing factors of the hydration are selected as
w/c, NC content, and SAP content. -e NC content is 1.0%,
1.5%, 2.0%, and 3.0% replacing the cement by weight. -e
dosage of SAP is 0.15% and 0.30% by mass of cement, and
the w/c ratios are 0.30, 0.35, and 0.40. Furthermore, nine
different cement compositions are designed (Table 2), and
the time of each test is 96 hours.

In Table 2, SJ indicates that the cementitious material in the
sample consists of cement only, and NC indicates that the ce-
mentitiousmaterial in the sample consists of cement andNC. For
example, 0.30SJ_NC015S15 represents a sample with a w/b value
of 0.30, an NC content of 1.5%, and an SAP content of 0.15%.

2.2. Specimen Preparation. Cement paste specimens were
mixed using a paddle mixer following a procedure which
was similar to ASTM C-305 [30] as follows.

Cement and water and the admixture if necessary were
weighed; sometimes one kind of particular admixture was
added to water in a bowl. -e mixture was initially mixed at
140 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 30 seconds. Taking a
pause for 1minute, meanwhile cement paste adhering to the
sides of the mixing bowl was scraped.-e entire mixture was
mixed for another 2.5minutes at 285 rpm. -en, the cement
paste was cast into a glass tube with a height of 200mm and a
diameter of 27mm until the height of samples were ap-
proximately 20–30mm and then sealed with plastic film
immediately after pouring.

2.3.TestingMethods. All of the experiments were carried out
on a PQ001 LF-NMR with a magnetic field of 0.42 T and
proton frequency field of 18MHz. -e room temperature
was held constant at 20± 1°C.

Before the test, the free induction decay (FID) sequence
was calibrated on the oil sample to obtain the offset of RF
signal frequency (O1) and the width of π/2 pulse (P1). -en
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence (π/2-(τ-π-τ)
n-TR) was applied to measure the transverse relaxation time
T2 of pastes. π/2 and π were pulses which could rotate the
magnetization vector about the axis where pulses were
applied. TR was the waiting time between two measure-
ments, and n was the number of sampling data. -e pa-
rameter settings for LF-NMR are given in Table 3.

By monitoring the T2 signal of physically bound water in
cement paste using LF-NMR, the wave crest amplitude of the
T2 signal, A(t), is used to characterize the hydration process,
as shown in Figure 3(a). -en the curve about A(t) in the
unit mass of cement paste and different hydration time are
obtained (Figure 3(b)). According to the zero point (b1, b2,
and b3) of the second-order differential curve (Figure 3(c)),
the hydration process can be divided into four periods:
initial period, acceleration period, deceleration period, and
steady period, as shown in Figure 3(b).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of w/c on theHydration Process. Figure 4 shows the
curves of T2 signal amplitude in unit mass with different w/c.
-e larger the w/c is, the more physically bound water in the
unit mass of cement paste contains. According to the method
introduced above, the test data are treated as differential
treatment, and then the time cutoff point of the four periods is
obtained. -e results are shown in Figure 4 and Table 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the unit signal amplitude
of three cement pastes decreases with age. In the early stage of
the initial phase, C3A (tricalcium aluminate), themost active in
cement, has begun to react with water. And the hydrated
product is encapsulated on the cement surface to form a gel
protective film. In the later stage of the initial phase, the gel
protective layer like the permeable membrane only allows
water molecules to enter the protective layer. But it does not
allow Ca2+ and OH− ions to go through the protective layer.
Further progress of the hydration reaction is prevented. At the

end of the initial phase, the T2 signal amplitude of the samples
0.30SJ, 0.35SJ, and 0.40SJ decreases to 471.3 a.u./g, 649.3 a.u./g,
and 805.6 a.u./g, respectively. At any time of this stage, the T2
signal amplitude in unit mass increases as the w/c increases.
-e reason is that the greater the w/c, the more the water
contained in the per unit mass of cement paste, and the greater
the detection of physically bound water signal.

-e duration of the initial period of the samples 0.30SJ,
0.35SJ, and 0.40SJ is 1.65 h, 1.872 h, and 2.033 h, respectively.
-e larger the w/c is, the longer the initial period is. -e
reason is perhaps that the larger the w/c, the lower the Ca2+
concentration in the solution, which increases the degree of
cement hydration. Furthermore, larger w/c delays Ca2+ to
reach the time of super saturation, prolonging the initial
period. At the end of the initial period, the protective layer of
the gel layer produced in the previous stage ruptures due to
the change in permeability. -e new cement surface comes
into contact with water, and the acceleration period begins.

At the acceleration stage, Ca2+ achieves super saturation,
which makes Ca2+ crystal to precipitate and promotes the
hydration of C3S (tricalcium silicate). Water is rapidly con-
sumed, and the signal quantity decreases quickly. At the end of
the acceleration period, the T2 signal amplitude of the samples
0.30SJ, 0.35SJ, and 0.40SJ decreases to 402.3 a.u./g, 564.7 a.u./g,
and 705.3 a.u./g, respectively. -e decreasing rates are 21.1 a.u./
g/h, 24.5 a.u./g/h, and 27.5 a.u./g/h, respectively. It indicates
that the larger the w/c is, the faster the hydration rate is.

At the end of the acceleration period, the hydration product
has been produced in large quantity. -e hydration products
have been accumulated and formed on the outer shell of the
protective layer.-ese shells are connected to each other to form
a mesh structure.-e T2 signal amplitude of the samples 0.30SJ,
0.35SJ, and 0.40SJ reduces to 162.3 a.u./g, 277.0 a.u./g, and

Table 1: Chemical composition of cement.

Material SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O SO3 TiO2 LOI
Cement 19.53 4.31 2.89 63.84 1.25 0.13 0.64 3.25 0.26 3.0

(a) (b)

Figure 1: NC diagram. (a) NC powder. (b) SEM image of NC.

Figure 2: SAP.
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371.1 a.u./g, respectively.-e reason is that the larger thew/c, the
more the water contained in the cement gap and pore diameter
in the cement paste, and the more the presence of physically
bound water.

At the end of the deceleration period, the T2 signal
amplitude of the samples 0.30SJ, 0.35SJ, and 0.40SJ decreases

to 124.7 a.u./g, 203.2 a.u./g, and 266.3 a.u./g, respectively. -e
T2 signal amplitude in unit mass is very small and tends to be
stable, and the rate of hydration process is very slow.-e time
of the steady period of the samples 0.30SJ, 0.35SJ, and 0.40SJ is
50.583 h, 52.815 h, and 54.117 h, respectively. -e larger the
w/c, the longer the time requires to reach the steady period.

Table 2: Mix proportion of cement pastes.

Sample w/b Dosage of NC (%) Dosage of SAP (%) Influencing factor
0.30SJ 0.30 0 0

w/c0.35SJ 0.35 0 0
0.40SJ 0.40 0 0
0.30SJ_NC010 0.30 1.0 0

NC content0.30SJ_NC015 0.30 1.5 0
0.30SJ_NC020 0.30 2.0 0
0.30SJ_NC030 0.30 3.0 0
0.30SJ_NC015S15 0.30 1.5 0.15 SAP content0.30SJ_NC015S30 0.30 1.5 0.30

Table 3: Parameter settings for LF-NMR.

Sequence TD SW RFD RG1 DRG1 PRG TW NS NECH TE DL1
FID 1024 100 0.02 20 3 2 2000 4 — — —
CPMG Automatic settings 250 0.005 10 3 2 200 16 500 0.11 500
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of hydration process. (a) First wave crest amplitude of (T2) signal. (b) -e first peak amplitude A(t) in unit
mass changes with time. (c) Second-order differential of A(t).
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3.2. Effect of NC on the Hydration Process. -e curves of T2
signal amplitude in unit mass of cement paste with an NC
dosage of 0%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0%, and 3.0% with hydration
time are shown in Figure 5. According to the same division
method of the hydration process abovementioned, the hy-
dration process is divided into four periods, and each period
duration is listed in Table 5. For cement paste with same w/c,
the addition of NC makes the T2 signal amplitude in unit
mass stronger. As binder materials continuously hydrate, T2
signal amplitude in all samples is on the decline with dif-
ferent rates. But different dosages of NC have an obviously
distinct influence on each period.

It can be observed in Figure 5 that with the increase of
NC content, the T2 signal amplitude gradually increases, and
the increase rate is not proportional. At the beginning of the
initial period, the T2 signal amplitude of the samples 0.30SJ,
0.30SJ_NC010, 0.30SJ_NC015, 0.30SJ_NC020, and
0.30SJ_NC030 is 506.78 a.u./g, 521.95 a.u./g, 542.92 a.u./g,
598.71 a.u./g, and 662.52 a.u./g, respectively. Compared with
the baseline group, the T2 signal amplitude of NC cement
paste increases 15.17 a.u./g, 36.14 a.u./g, 91.93 a.u./g, and
155.74 a.u./g, respectively. And the corresponding growth
rates are 3.0%, 7.13%, 18.14%, and 30.73%, respectively.
-ere is no corresponding linear relationship. NC particle
size ranges from 40 nm to 80 nm, which can be filled in small
pores to function as microaggregates, so that the relative
content of water in the pores is reduced and the free water of
the surface involved in the reaction relatively increases.
When the amount of NC is increased, more porous pores are
filled and more free surface water content exists.

It can obviously be seen in Table 5 that during the
hydration process, with the addition of NC, the duration of
four stages are all shortened. When the NC content is 1.5%,
the starting time of each hydration period is the earliest and
thus the duration of each period is the shortest. -erefore,
the addition of NC can promote the hydration process of
cement paste, and the optimal NC content is 1.5%. -e
conclusion is similar with the previous study of hydration
process [31].-e duration of the initial period of the samples
0.30SJ, 0.30SJ_NC010, 0.30SJ_NC015, 0.30SJ_NC020, and
0.30SJ_NC030 is 1.65 h, 1.517 h, 1.167 h, 1.342 h, and 1.233 h,
respectively. At the beginning of the acceleration period, the
T2 signal amplitude of the samples 0.30SJ, 0.30SJ_NC010,
0.30SJ_NC015, 0.30SJ_NC020, and 0.30SJ_NC030 is
471.31 a.u./g, 512.51 a.u./g, 545 a.u./g, 579.55 a.u./g, and
625.60 a.u./g, respectively. At the end of the acceleration
period, the T2 signal amplitude is 402.31 a.u./g, 431.83 a.u./g,
444.8 a.u./g, 491.57 a.u./g, and 537.18 a.u./g, respectively.

-ere are several reasons for abovementioned phe-
nomenon [32]. Firstly, the particle size of NC is in nano-
meter, and its strong surface activity can change the
distribution of cement particles. -e microaggregate effect
can increase the relative content of free water so as to in-
crease the contact area between cement particles and water.
Secondly, NC makes the diffused Ca2+ to accumulate on its
particle surface, decreasing the nearby Ca2+ concentration
and accelerating the chemical reaction of C3S, which pro-
motes the hydration process. -irdly, NC has a high
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Table 4: -e hydration period separation time of pure cement
pastes with different w/c.

Sample t1 (h) t2 (h) t3 (h) (0∼t1) (t2∼t3) (t3∼)
0.30NC0 1.65 4.977 50.583 1.65 3.327 45.606
0.35NC0 1.872 5.324 52.815 1.517 3.452 47.491
0.40NC0 2.033 5.677 54.117 0.867 3.644 48.44
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Figure 5: Effects of different NC dosages on the hydration process.

Table 5: -e hydration period separation time of cement pastes
with different NC dosages.

Sample t1 (h) t2 (h) t3 (h) (0∼t1) (t2∼t3) (t3∼)
0.3NC0 1.65 4.977 50.583 1.65 3.327 45.606
0.3NC1.0 1.517 4.817 48.8 1.517 3.3 43.983
0.3NC1.5 1.167 4.317 42.117 1.167 3.15 37.8
0.3NC2.0 1.342 4.587 46.357 1.342 3.245 41.77
0.3NC3.0 1.233 4.465 45.516 1.233 3.232 41.051
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chemical activity to increase the distribution of cement
particles, increasing the contact area between water and
cement particles. Finally, when NC contacts C3A, a small
amount of calcium aluminate (CaCO3·C3A·H2O) is be
produced. It can make water molecules and other particles
spread so as to accelerate the hydration process. However,
when the content of NC is over 1.5%, the phenomenon of
“bleeding” may occur and the active influence on the hy-
dration process falls. So, the optimal NC content is 1.5%.

3.3. Effect of SAP on the Hydration Process. -e curves of the
T2 signal amplitude of cement paste with different SAP
content are presented in Figure 6. According to the same
division method introduced above, each period’s duration is
shown in Table 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that, in the four stages of
hydration process, with the increase of SAP content, the T2
signal amplitude gradually increases. At the end of the initial
period, the T2 signal amplitude of the samples 0.30SJ_NC015,
0.30SJ_NC015S15, and 0.30SJ_NC015S30 is 534.022 a.u./g,
698.244 a.u./g, and 756.576 a.u./g, respectively. -e pre-
absorbent of water in SAP introduces extra water, which
releases moisture due to the concentration difference and self-
drying. -us, the amount of physical bound water is greater.

It can be observed in Table 6 that, with the increase in SAP
content, the starting time of each hydration period is also
delayed and thus the duration of each period is prolonged.
-e starting time of the deceleration period of the samples
0.30SJ_NC015, 0.30SJ_NC015S15 and 0.30SJ_NC015S30 is
4.317 h, 4.433 h, and 4.583 h, respectively. -us, the duration
is 42.117 h, 43.067 h, and 43.3 h, respectively. SAP continu-
ously releasesmoisture to promote the hydration process [33].
It makes the total w/c larger. With the proceeding of hy-
dration, the relative concentration of Ca2+ per unit volume
decreases, and the time to reach the saturation state prolongs.

In addition, it can obviously be seen from Figure 6 that the
T2 signal amplitude of NC cement paste mixed with SAP
continued to decline at the steady period. However, the T2
signal amplitude without SAP is almost constant. Taking hy-
dration time from 82h to 96 h, for example, the T2 signal
amplitude of the samples 0.30SJ_NC015, 0.30SJ_NC015S15,
and 0.30SJ_NC015S30 is 0.347 a.u./g, 7.782 a.u./g, and
6.353 a.u./g. -e descending rates are 0.025 a.u./g/h, 0.556 a.u./
g/h, and 0.454 a.u./g/h. With the proceeding of hydration, the
free water in the cement paste is continuously consumed. SAP
gradually releases moisture due to poor concentration of
capillary solution, humidity difference, and capillary tensile
stress [28].-e results are consistent with previous studies [34].

3.4. Hydration Model

3.4.1. Hydration Model for Pure Cement Paste. -e hydra-
tion model can be used to describe and predict the devel-
opment of hydration. -e Avrami–Erofeev equation [35] is
the classic overall kinetic equation and has many significant
advantages, such as a more simplified expression and less
parameters. -e Avrami–Erofeev equation is as follows:

α(t) � 1 − exp − (kt)
n

( , (1)

where α(t) is the degree of hydration, k and n are the
empirical parameters, and t is the time of cement paste
hydration.

On the basis of this model, the variation law of T2 with
time is described. And the hydration process is characterized
by transverse relaxation time.-e expression of the T2 signal
amplitude over time is as follows:

T(t) � a − b exp(− ct), (2)

where T(t) is the T2 signal amplitude of unit mass of cement
paste hydration at t moment and a, b, and c are the model
parameters, which depend on mineral compositions, w/c, etc.

-e experiment data and fitting curves of pure cement pastes
with different w/c are given in Figure 7. -e fitted results in-
cluding fitting parameters and correlation are listed in Table 7.

a � 561.71 − 2716.32 ln(w/c) −
1110.51

w/c
,

b � − 3140.24 + 11138.79(w/c)3 +
727.71
(w/c)

,

c � 0.22 − 0.38 ln(w/c) −
0.32

(w/c)0.5,

(3)

where the w/c ranges from 0.3 to 0.4 and the hydration time t

ranges from 0 h to 110 h.
As presented in Table 7, the correlation of experiment

data and fitting curves is all over 0.99, and equation (2) could
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Figure 6: Effects of different SAP dosages on the hydration process.

Table 6: -e hydration period separation time of cement pastes
with different SAP dosages.

Sample t1 (h) t2 (h) t3 (h) (0∼t1) (t2∼t3) (t3∼)
0.3NC1.5 1.167 4.317 42.117 1.167 3.15 37.8
0.3NC1.5S0.15 1.233 4.433 43.067 1.233 3.2 38.634
0.3NC1.5S0.3 1.367 4.583 43.3 1.367 3.216 38.717
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describe the hydration process of pure cement pastes very
well. According to Table 7, the relations of a, b, and c with
w/c are proposed by regression analysis.

3.4.2. Modification of Hydration Model. -e hydration
model above only describes the hydration process of the
neat cement paste. -e effect of NC and SAP on the
hydration process of cement paste is not mentioned.

-rough the hydration model obtained in Section 3.4.1, it
can be found that it has the advantages such as simple
expression, few parameters, and simple calculation.
-erefore, this section modifies the hydration model
based on the Avrami–Erofeev model. -e expression is as
follows:

T(t) � cSAPcNC[a − b exp(− ct)], (4)
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Figure 7: Experiment data and fitting curves of pure cement pastes with different w/c.

Table 7: Fitting parameters and correlation of pure cement pastes with different w/c.

Sample a b c Correlation
0.3NC0 130.385 − 413.786 0.0996 0.9975
0.35NC0 240.477 − 583.487 0.0840 0.9972
0.4NC0 274.374 − 608.077 0.0679 0.9983
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Figure 8: Experiment data and fitting curves of cement pastes with different NC dosages.
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where cNC and cSAP are the parameters which are related to
the dosage of NC and SAP.

-e experiment data and fitting curves of cement pastes
with different NC dosages are shown in Figure 8. -e fitted
results including fitting parameters and correlation are listed
in Table 8.

As presented in Table 8, the correlation of experiment
data and fitting curves is all over 0.99, and equation (4) could
well describe the hydration process of cement pastes with
different NC dosages. According to Table 8, the relations of
ANC, BNC, and CNC with NC content (MNC) are proposed by
regression analysis:

cNC � ANC + BNCt + CNCt
0.19

,

ANC �
mNC

mNC − 0.935
−

0.857
mNC − 0.941

+ 0.04mNC,

BNC �
8.722mNC − 0.001

mNC − 1.45
,

CNC �
0.07 − 0.02m2

NC
1 − 0.58m2

NC + 0.036m4
NC

,

(5)

where the NC content mNC ranges from 0.01 to 0.03% and
the hydration time t ranges from 0 h to 110 h.

-e experimental data and fitting curves of cement
pastes with different SAP dosages are shown in Figure 9. -e
fitted results including fitting parameters and correlation are
listed in Table 9.

As presented in Table 8, the correlation of experiment
data and fitting curves is all over 0.99 and the equation (4)
could well describe the hydration process of cement pastes
with different SAP dosages. According to Table 9, the re-
lations of ASAP, BSAP, and CSAP with SAP content (mSAP) are
proposed by regression analysis:

cSAP � ASAP + BSAPt + CSAPt
0.75

,

ASAP � 3.84 − 1.68m − 2.73 exp − mSAP( ,

BSAP � 0.02 − 0.43m
3

− 0.053 exp mSAP( ,

CSAP � − 0.07 + 0.78m
1.5

+ 0.18 exp − mSAP( ,

(6)

where the SAP content mSAP ranges from 0 to 0.3% and the
hydration time t ranges from 0h to 110 h.

4. Conclusions

From the materials and measurement methods used in this
study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Table 8: Fitting parameters and correlation of cement pastes with different NC dosages.

Sample ANC BNC CNC Correlation

0.3NC0 0.911 − 0.0011 0.075 0.9955
0.3NC1.0 0.945 − 0.0014 0.093 0.9929
0.3NC1.5 1.195 0.0017 − 0.111 0.9907
0.3NC2.0 1.1479 − 0.0007 0.036 0.9895
0.3NC3.0 1.1601 − 0.0014 0.118 0.9946
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Figure 9: Experiment data and fitting curves of cement pastes with different SAP dosages.

Table 9: Fitting parameters and correlation of cement pastes with
different SAP dosages.

Sample ASAP BSAP CSAP cSAP Correlation

0.3NC1.5 1.017 − 0.032 0.115 1.0572 0.994
0.3NC1.5S0.15 1.236 − 0.042 0.135 1.0572 0.998
0.3NC1.5NC0.3 1.312 − 0.062 0.196 1.0572 0.998
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(1) With the development of hydration reaction, T2
signal amplitude in unit mass of different cement
pastes always decreases with age, and the hydration
process of the cement paste can be divided into four
periods according to the second-order differential
zero point of the curve: initial period, acceleration
period, deceleration period, and steady period. -e
larger the w/c is, the greater the T2 signal amplitude
in unit mass is. And the increase of the w/c delays the
arrival of the acceleration period, deceleration pe-
riod, and steady period, and hence, the periods of
initial, acceleration, and deceleration last longer.

(2) With the addition of NC in the cement paste, the T2
signal amplitude increases, the arrival of each period
is faster, and hence, the duration of each period
becomes shorter. When the content of NC exceeds
1.5%, the effect of promoting the hydration process is
weakened. So, the optimal content of NC is 1.5%.

(3) -e addition of SAP increases the T2 signal ampli-
tude of the cement paste, and the T2 signal amplitude
increases as the SAP content increases, but the arrival
of the acceleration period, deceleration period, and
steady period delays, thus prolonging the duration of
the initial period, acceleration period, and de-
celeration period.

(4) Based on the Avrami-Erofeev model, combined with
the change in the T2 signal amplitude with the hy-
dration time, the hydration model considering the
NC content and the SAP content is proposed. -e
results of the model are in good agreement with the
experimental data.
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Reinforced concrete (RC) columns often require consolidation or rehabilitation to enhance their capacity to endure the loads
applied. /is paper aims at studying the conduct and capacity of RC square columns, those reinforced with steel jacketing under
static preloads. For this purpose, a three-dimensional model of finite element (FE) is devised mainly to investigate and analyze the
effect of this case./emodel was tested and adjusted to ensure its accuracy using the previous experimental results obtained by the
author. Results of testing, experimentally, the new developed FE model revealed the ability to use the model for calculating RC
columns’ axial load capacity and for predicting accurate failure modes./e newmodel that tends to predict the axial load capacity
was suggested considering the parametric analysis results.

1. Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) columns often require strength-
ening to enhance their axial load capacity to endure loads.
/is reinforcement may be needed because of the alteration
in the use which ended in addition to loads that are live;
errors of design, problems in the construction while making
erection, elevating for confirming to existing code necessities
or aging of RC columns itself were studied.

/ere are three commonly used methods for reinforcing
RC columns including concrete and/or steel jacketing and
fiber-strengthened polymer (FRP) jacketing. All these
methods have led to an effective rise in the load capacity of
RC columns./is study refers to RC columns loaded by axial
compressive load strengthened under load by steel jacketing.
Strengthened existing steel columns under preloading
through welding steel plates is frequently rendered [1, 2], but
there is hardly any study of RC columns under preloading
exists. Some researchers [3–10] reproduced the findings of

an experimental test chain on some RC columns fortified
with the angles of steel jacketing under axial load without
preloading. /ere was a witness confirming that the jack-
eting of steel enhances the failure load of the fortified RC
columns.

Because the existing experimental research [3–10] ig-
nores the effect of the preloading that found when the
strengthening is done on the axial load capacity, reliance on
the research that already exists is problematic for an accurate
prediction of the axial load capacity relating to RC columns
reinforced with steel jacketing under preloading. Moreover,
the existing codes ACI Committee 318 [11] and Eurocode 4
[12] only predict the axial load capacity, based on the
composite concrete-steel structure without preloading effect.

Other studies [13–16], using FE modeling, revealed that
the conduct of RC members can be simulated precisely,
especially the RC members that was strengthened by steel
jacketing. At the same time, conducting experimental re-
searches taking into account all the parameters which affect
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the ultimate capacity of the load is not sensible, especially if
the strengthening is under preloading. Accordingly, there is
a need to develop a special FE model that could be used for
simulating RC columns reinforced by steel jacketing and
investigate the behaviors of each parameter under
preloading.

While predicting RC columns’ axial load capacity, forti-
fied with steel jacketing, it is necessary to take into consid-
eration the factors mentioned above and under preloading. In
this research, the FE simulation model was built in 3D aiming
at predicting the axial load capacity of steel jacketing-
reinforced RC columns with and without preloading. On
the basis of the findings derived from the parametric study, it
is proposed to resort to predictionmodel to consider the effect
of the preloading on the load capacity pertaining to steel
jacketing-fortified RC columns. Moreover, experimental
outcomes of tests conducted on RC columns as reflected in
the literature review [3, 4] were gathered to use the same for
verification of the precision of the analytical results obtained
through the FE program (ANSYS-15) [17].

2. Existing Models

Many authors introduced design models for a similar
problem. However, Campione [5], ACI Committee 318 [11],
and Eurocode 4 [12] reported that the designed axial load
capacity Pu of the steel jacketing-reinforced RC column is
basically calculated from

Pu � Pc + Ps + Psj, (1)

where Pc, Ps, and Psj represent the contribution of concrete,
steel reinforcement, and steel jacketing, respectively.

/e models offered by ACI Committee 318 [11] and the
majority of the models that already exist implement the
equation given below for calculating the design axial load
capacity of the RC column without strengthening:

ϕPn,max � 0.80ϕ 0.85fc′ Ag −Ast  + fyAst  . (2)

For designing, the ACI code allows using the factors,
such as ϕ, 0.85fc

′ and 0.80 to equivalent rectangular com-
pressive stress distribution to replace the more exact con-
crete stress distribution and to make safety design. So if there
is a need to predict failure axial load capacity, then the
equation is formulated to

Pu.f � fc′ Ac −Ast(  + fyAst . (3)

As stated by Eurocode 4 [12], the ultimate load capacity
of RC columns fortified with steel jacketing as a combined
cross section is expressed by the following equation:

Npl,Rd � 0.85Acfcd′ + Astfyd + Aafsd, (4)

where Npl,Rd is the plastic resistance to compression; Aa, Ac,
and Ast are the cross-sectional domains of steel jacketing,
concrete, and steel reinforcement, correspondingly; and fsd
and fcd together with fyd are their design values charac-
teristic strengths. For concrete-filled sections, the coefficient
0.85 may be replaced by 1.0, so equation (4) will be reduced to

Pu.f � Nu.f � Acfcd′ + Astfyd + Aafsd. (5)

However, several authors proposed models to acquire a
precise equation for the axial load capacity of RC column
reinforced by steel angles jacketing and horizontal steel plat
strips.

Campione [5] stated an analytical expression for pre-
dicting the axial load capacity of reinforced RC columns with
steel angles and strips jacketing. /e final axial load capacity
is given by

Pu.Campoine � Acfcc′ + Asfsk + na · Aa · fy, (6)

where fcc′ shows the compressive strength of confined
concrete and na represents a dimensionless ratio of the axial
force existing in the vertical steel angles jacketing.

3. ANSYS Finite Element Model Study

3.1. Concrete Modeling and Properties. While making an
analysis, the commercial program of FE (ANSYS) was
employed. For modeling the concrete, 65 solid elements
were used ANSYS-15 [17]. Such an element consists of 8
nodes together with freedom of 3 degrees between every
translations and node in the nodal x, y, and z directions.
Also, such an element can result in deforming of the plastic,
breaking in 3 orthogonal directions with a simultaneous
crushing. For modeling the concrete, to have a simulation of
real concrete behavior, ANSYS needs linear and multilinear
isotropic substance characteristics for centering, together
with a few supplementary properties of the concrete
substance.

/e shear transfers coefficient β, relating to the state of
the cracked face [17]. /e range of the coefficient value is
from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.0, and 0.0 represents a smooth crack,
and 1.0 suggests a rough crack [13, 14]. An open crack
coefficient, βt � 0.2, and the closed crack coefficient, βc � 0.8,
were taken in the study in hand [15]. /e calculation about
the modulus of elasticity of the concrete is possible to be
carried out using the following equation:

Ec � 4700
��

fc′


. (7)

/e calculation of uniaxial tensile stress can be made
from the following equation:

fr � 0.623
��

fc
′



. (8)

Poisson’s ratio of concrete of 0.2 was applied. /e cal-
culation of the compressive uniaxial stress-strain values for
the concrete can be made using equation (9) [16]:

Ec �
fel

εel
,

ε0 �
2fc′

Ec
,

f �
Ecε

1 + ε/ε0( 
2,

(9)
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where the modulus of elasticity is Ec, compressive strength is
fc′, and tensile stress is fr, which are in MPa; fel is the stress
at the elastic strain (εel) in the elastic range fel � 0.30fc′; ε0 is
the strain at the ultimate cylinder compressive strength, fc′;
and f is the stress at any strain ε.

3.2. Strengthening of Steel, Steel Angles, and Steel Plates
Modeling and Characteristics. SOLID186 elements ANSYS-
15 [17] were employed for modeling the steel strengthening,
steel angles, and steel plates. SOLID186 is a 3D 20-node solid
element of higher order, which displays how quadratic
displacement behaves./e definition of this element is made
as 20 nodes having 3 degrees of independence at each node.
/is element also assists plasticity, creep, hyperelasticity,
large deflection, stiffening of stress, and larger capabilities of
strain. Also, it carries a blend of the capability of the for-
mulation to simulate the deformations of elastic-plastic
materials almost incompressible and the hyperelastic ma-
terials that are completely compressible. SOLID186 is an
identical structural solid that is very suitable for modeling
asymmetrical meshes. /e steel reinforcement, steel angles,
and the plates of steel integrated into the FE models were
expected to be materials of linear elasticity together with a
modulus of elasticity concerning 210GPa and Poisson’s ratio
of 0.3. /e yielded stress is another thing that depends upon
the use of the element.

/e maximum size of the meshing elements was taken as
20mm in length, 10mm in height, and 10mm in width. /e
contact between steel and concrete was modeled using a set
of TARGE170 and CONTA174 contact elements [17], which
function on the basis of Coulomb’s friction model.

3.3. Model Studies Pertaining to the Structure. Seventeen RC
columns (with variable cross sections and heights) exposed

to axial loading were considered in the present study. /e
columns were divided into two groups:

First group: consists of four columns according to
previously published work [3, 4], as shown in Figure 1,
which were examined to testify the accurateness of the
FE model.
Second group: consists of thirteen columns under pre-
loading with different percentages of preloading on the
strengthened column, which were analyzed to propose a
new model for predicting RC column’s axial load ca-
pacity, reinforced with steel jacketing. Tables 1 and 2
demonstrate the key material and geometric character-
istics of the test data.

4. Comparison of FE Modeling with the
Experimental Results

To scrutinize the FE model for its validity and reliability, a
comprehensive verification was done utilizing a chain of
experimental data that exist in the background literature.
/e database taken into account comprises the outcomes of
four experimental tests, together with the outcomes of tests
on 2 columns without reinforced and 2 columns strength-
ened with steel angles jacketing. /e key material, as well as
geometrical characteristics about the experimental data, has
been summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 3 illustrates loads of failure including the findings
of both experiments and analysis also showing the ratios
between them. Figure 2 graphically compares the values
derived through experiment and analysis. /e table and the
figure show the mean values of PExp/PFE as 1.003, the
conforming coefficient of variation as 3.16%, and the co-
efficient of correlation as 0.987. /e given values illustrate
that the FE model turns out to be an excellent match from a
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Figure 1: RC column geometrical details according to previously published work. (a) Belal et al. [3]. (b) Tarabia and Albakry [4].
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statistical perspective, and it can be observed for all RC
columns with or without strengthening the configurations
dealt with while making an analysis.

Figures 3 and 4 bear the curves showing how the load is
displaced for specimens used on the experiments and the
resultant FE modeling. One comparing the curves of load
displacement attained from findings of experiments with the
ones attained from the FE models for RC columns with or
without strengthening can note an excellent match between
them.

/e way how FE models deal with all the specimens
together with deformed shapes, failure loads, and failure
modes was recorded. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the de-
formations, failure modes, and locations for experimental
specimens and the corresponding FE modeling. When
comparing the deformations, failure modes, and locations
acquired from the experimental outcomes with the ones

acquired from the FE models for RC columns with or
without strengthening, it can also be observed as an ex-
cellent match.

5. Predicting the Axial Load Capacity under
Preloading of RC Columns Founded on
Simulation of FE

For assessment of the influence of the parameters on a load
of axial capacity, a parametric study was carried out. /ese
parameters incorporated the column dimensions, the con-
crete strength, the cross section of the zone and yield stress of
the steel fortification, the cross section of the zone and the
stress yielded by the steel jacketing, and the percentage of
preloading. Meanwhile, the typical model from Eurocode 4
[12] was utilized for comparison.

Table 1: A brief account of RC columns assessed in the current study using FE modeling.

Group Studies FE model
based on

Column
specimen

Concrete,
fcu (MPa)

Column dimensions
(mm)

Steel reinforcement Stirrups

Long bars fy
(MPa) Size fy

(MPa)

First

Belal et al. [3]
Col.00 34.0 200× 200×1200 4V12mm 360 φ8@

150mm 240

Col.01.L.3P 34.0 200× 200×1200 4V12mm 360 φ8@
150mm 240

Tarabia and Albakry
[4]

N1 57.8 150×150×1000 4V10mm 420 φ6@
100mm 240

SCW1 57.8 150×150×1000 4V10mm 420 φ6@
100mm 240

Second New FE model
Control-300 34.0 300× 300× 4000 8V16mm 360 φ8@

150mm 240

Control-400 43.75 400× 400× 4000 12V16mm 420 φ8@
150mm 240

Table 2: Summary of RC columns reinforced with steel jacketing in the present study.

Group Studies FE
model based on

Column
specimen

Column
dimensions

(mm)

Strengthening configuration Confinement stirrups
%

preloadingType Size (mm) fy
(MPa) Plates (mm) Spacing

(mm)

First
Belal et al. [3] Col.00 200× 200×1200 Control — — — — Without

Col.01.L.3P 200× 200×1200 Angles 4L50× 50× 5 360 150×100× 5 540 Without
Tarabia and
Albakry [4]

N1 150×150×1000 Control — — — — Without
SCW1 150×150×1000 Angles 4L50× 50× 4.5 415 150× 50× 5 260 Without

Second New FE model

Control-300 300× 300× 4000 Control — — — — Without
Str.300.L50.P00 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L50× 50×10 360 280×100× 5 500 Without
Str.300.L50.P22 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L50× 50×10 360 280×100× 5 500 22
Str.300.L50.P43 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L50× 50×10 360 280×100× 5 500 43
Str.300.L50.P85 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L50× 50×10 360 280×100× 5 500 85
Str.300.L50.P94 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L50× 50×10 360 280×100× 5 500 94
Str.300.L100.P00 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L100×100×10 360 240×100×10 500 Without
Str.300.L100.P22 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L100×100×10 360 240×100×10 500 22
Str.300.L100.P43 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L100×100×10 360 240×100×10 500 43
Str.300.L100.P85 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L100×100×10 360 240×100×10 500 85
Str.300.L100.P94 300× 300× 4000 Angles 4L100×100×10 360 240×100×10 500 94
Control-400 400× 400× 4000 Control — — — — Without

Str.400.L100.P37 400× 400× 4000 Angles 4L·100×100×10 420 340×100×10 500 37
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5.1. Behavior of Axial Load Displacement. Figures 7 and 8
illustrate how the axial load and column axial displacement
are related to each other. Generally, the final load increases
when steel jacketing strengthening was used. When the RC
column is strengthened under preloading, the ultimate load
decreases when the preloading increases.

5.2. Predicting the RCColumns’ Axial LoadCapacity Based on
FE Simulation. By means of the parameters considered in the
present research, it is possible to calculate the axial load ca-
pacity of RC columns through the addition of the normal force
from concrete and the normal force from steel reinforcement,
independently for RC column without strengthening. Fur-
thermore, by making an addition of steel jacketing contri-
butions right to the normal force of the RC column, the
procedures ACI Committee 318 [11] and Eurocode 4 [12]
come to an excellent match. As a result, the axial load capacity
of a reinforced RC column is articulated as the total of the 3
normal constituents in consonance with the internationally
accepted procedures as incorporated in equation (2). Table 4
demonstrates the RC column parameters appraised in the
current study and the eventual axial loads, derived from
simulating and analyzing the FE./e prediction regarding the
axial load capacity by the Eurocode 4 [12] design model
proposed can be seen in Table 4.

For the evaluation of the FE results’ reliability, the findings
attained from the design model suggested by Eurocode 4 [12]
is compared with the results obtained from the FE simulation,
as illustrated in Figure 9. An identical prediction between the
Eurocode models and the FE simulations for RC columns can
be seen without preloading. In this figure, the mean value of
Pu.Eurocode/Pu.FE is 0.998, the corresponding coefficient of
variation is 2.01%, and the coefficient of correlation is 0.99.
/e aforementioned values reveal that the FE model is an
excellent match, and it can be observed for all RC columns
without preloading with the prediction values from the
Eurocode 4 [12] model. Otherwise, for RC columns with
preloading, the mean value of Pu.Eurocode/Pu.FE is 1.199, the

Table 3: Comparison of failure load and ratios of PExp/PFE for experimental and FE results.

Studies FE model based on Column specimen Experimental failure load (kN) FE failure load (kN) PExp/PFE

Belal et al. [3] Col.00 1255 1230 1.020
Col.01.L.3P 1821 1900 0.958

Tarabia and Albakry [4] N1 1475 1487.5 0.992
SCW1 2310 2213 1.043
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Figure 2: A comparison of the experimental and FE analysis values
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Figure 5: Deformations, failure modes, and locations obtained from both experimental Belal et al. [3] and FE results.

Figure 6: Deformations, failure modes, and locations obtained from both experimental Tarabia and Albakry [4] and FE results.
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conforming coefficient representing variation is 13.58%, and
the coefficient of correlation is 0.33; these values show that the
prediction values from the Eurocode 4 [12] model are too far
from the values obtained from FE simulation. So the Euro-
code model needs to be modified to take the preloading when
strengthening into consideration.

On the basis of FE simulating 17 RC columns, a clari-
fication was made earlier regarding the rise in the axial load
capacity that registered variation with the fluctuation of
percentage in preloading; hence, the relationship between
the rise in the axial load capacity and percentage of pre-
loading is framed in equation (10), where the equation is a
polynomial of the relationship between the ratios of the
percentage of preloading with ultimate failure load of the

control RC column (PP.L/Pu.f ) and percentage of steel
jacketing stress obtained from the FE simulation with yield
stress (fsj/fyj), as shown in Figure 10:

PP.L

Pu.f
� −1.167

fsj

fyj
 

2

+ 0.184
fsj

fyj
  + 0.992. (10)

Equation (5), which is employed in the majority of the
prevailing models for predicting the axial load capacity for
RC column without strengthening, and the proposed new
model in equation (10) predict the steel jacketing stress
under preloading. /e new model that has been recently
proposed for predicting the axial load capacity and can be
applied to RC columns extrinsically reinforced with steel
jacketing strengthening is formulated in the following
equation:

Pu.f � fc′Ac + fsyAst + fsjAsj. (11)

6. Conclusions

/e introduction of the FE simulation model has been made
for predicting the contribution of steel jacketing to the RC
columns’ axial load capacity. /ere are parametric studies
conducted for assessing the influences of several parameters
on the capacity of axial load and failure modes relating to RC
columns. /e investigative findings derived from the FE
model were subjected to a comparison with outcomes
attained from previously published work cited in the liter-
ature, involving a different structure, concerning test ge-
ometries. /ere is a proposal for a new model which takes
into account the investigated parameters. On the basis of this
research, the conclusions drawn are given below:

(1) In comparison with the findings of the experiments,
the FE model is considered to be more accurate in
making a prediction about the mode of failure and
determining the axial load capacity. /e mean value

Table 4: Summary of RC columns strengthened with steel jacketing in the present study.

Column
specimen

% preloading
Ppre/Pu.control

Pu.f
Eurocode
(kN)

FE failure
load (kN)

Increase in
failure load

(kN)

Area of steel
jacketing, Asj

(mm2)

Steel jacketing stress,
fs � (Pincrease/Asj)(MPa)

fy
(MPa) fs/fy

Col.00 0.0 1250.7 1230 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Col.01.L.3P 0.0 1934.7 1900 670 1900 353 360 0.981
N1 0.0 1432.4 1487.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SCW1 0.0 2145.8 2213 725.5 1719 422 415 1.016
Control-300 0.0 3026.9 3000 0.0 0.0 0.0 360 0.0
Str.300.L50.P00 0.0 4322.9 4290 1290 3600 359 360 0.997
Str.300.L50.P22 22 4322.9 4200 1200 3600 334 360 0.928
Str.300.L50.P43 43 4322.9 4050 1050 3600 292 360 0.811
Str.300.L50.P85 85 4322.9 3570 570 3600 159 360 0.442
Str.300.L50.P94 94 4322.9 3360 360 3600 100 360 0.278
Str.300.L100.P00 0.0 5762.9 5820 2820 7600 371 360 1.030
Str.300.L100.P22 22 5762.9 5550 2550 7600 336 360 0.933
Str.300.L100.P43 43 5762.9 5250 2250 7600 296 360 0.822
Str.300.L100.P85 85 5762.9 4260 1260 7600 166 360 0.461
Str.300.L100.P94 94 5762.9 3810 810 7600 107 360 0.297
Control-400 0.0 6613.0 6545 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Str.400.L100.P37 37 9805.0 9185 2640 7600 347 420 0.826
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of PExp/PFE is 1.003 for columns that strengthened by
steel jacketing or without strengthening. /e cor-
responding coefficient of variation is 3.16%, and the
coefficient of correlation is 0.987.

(2) Evaluation with the results obtained from the design
model in Eurocode 4 [12] is compared with the
results obtained from the FE simulation; there is an
excellent match prediction between the Eurocode
models and the FE simulations for RC columns
without preloading.

(3) /e new model equation (10) can predict steel
jacketing stress and the RC columns’ axial load ca-
pacity strengthened by means of steel jacketing
under preloading.
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Modeling approach for mesoscopic model of concrete depicting mass transportation and physicochemical reaction is important
since there is growing demand for accuracy and computational efficiency of numerical simulation. Mesoscopic numerical
simulation considering binder, aggregate, and interfacial transition zone (ITZ) generally produces huge number of DOFs, which is
inapplicable for full structure. In this paper, a two-dimensional multiscale approach describing three-phase structure of concrete
was discussed numerically. An effective approach generating random aggregate in polygon based on checking centroid distance
and intersection of line segment was introduced. Moreover, ITZ elements were built by parallel expanding the edge of aggregates
on inner side. By combining mesoscopic model including full-graded aggregate and macroscopic model, cases related to dif-
fusivity and width of ITZ, volume fraction, and grade of aggregate were studied regarding the consideration of multiscale
compensation. Result clearly showed that larger analysis model in multiscale model expanded the diffusion space of chloride ion
and decreased chloride content in front of rebar. Finally, this paper addressed some noteworthy conclusions about the chloride
distribution and rebar corrosion regarding the configuration of rebar diameter, concrete cover, and exposure period.

1. Introduction

Corrosion of rebar induced by chloride ion could signifi-
cantly deteriorate the serviceability of concrete structures
[1]. -e protective film of rebar was depassivated by chloride
ion penetrated from surface of concrete and thus corrosion
of rebar initiates once the chloride content on surface of
rebar reaches a certain thresholding value, defined as critical
chloride content. Afterwards, corrosion of rebar keeps
propagating and induces further cracking and spalling due
to expansion of rust. -erefore, it is important to accurately
assess the diffusion process of chloride ion within concrete,
which is meaningful for further evaluation of durability of
reinforced concrete structures.

In the view of mesoscopic numerical simulation, concrete
was recognized as the heterogeneous composite of three
phases, including cement paste, aggregate, and interfacial
transition zone (ITZ) [2]. ITZ was identified as a fine cement
paste zone enclosing aggregate and rebar, providing higher

water-to-cement ratio, higher porosity, and lower cement
content compared with normal bulk cement paste regions.
-us ITZ was generally considered as an individual phase
[3–5]. -ough the porosity of ITZ decreases with increase of
distance from aggregate surface [6], ITZ was simplified as a
homogenous thin layer in most studies. Significant influence
on the overall behavior of concrete attributes to ITZ due to its
fraction of the total paste volume, such as diffusivity and
strength [4, 6–8].

In the view of mesoscopic numerical simulation, due to
large amount of nodes and elements, an optimized approach
was that three-phase composite of concrete was simplified
into two-phase composite including cement paste and ho-
mogenized equivalent aggregate [4, 7, 9–13]. Diffusivity of
ITZ was transferred by means of deriving the analytical
solution of general effective chloride diffusivity, which
means modeling of ITZ is unnecessary.

Generally, modeling and analysis for cement-based ma-
terial were categorized in microscopic scale, mesoscopic scale,
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and macroscopic scale [14, 15]. Recently a number of theory
research and modeling efforts have been devoted to studying
multiscale modeling. Multiscale modeling was usually defined
as the integrated numerical process of transferring me-
chanical and chemical response between lower scale and
higher scale [16, 17]. A significant advantage of multiscale
modeling is optimizing computing loading and enhancing the
precision. According to available literature, researchers
generally focused on the transferring process of material
response between scales.

As the major purpose of multiscale modeling to reduce
calculation loading, heterogeneous model was always
modeled for transferring damage and mass transportation of
critical regions from the macroscale to the mesoscale which
provided coupling of subdomains [18]. Balance of accuracy
and efficiency is the major consideration of multiscale
modeling for numerical simulation. By means of macro-
scopic model substituting for a part of mesoscopic model,
multiscale modeling is able to provide relatively smaller size
of mesoscopic model and generate the same filling rate of
aggregate and less amount of aggregate, which is no doubt
beneficial for raising success rate of meshing [19].

For mesoscopic structure of concrete, both of size and
shape of aggregates are generated as given design. Regarding
two-dimensional space, general process was divided into two
steps, including modeling of geometric model and meshing.
Angular aggregate was generated based on inscribed convex
polygon within elongated ellipse [20].Wang et al. proposed a
procedure for generating random aggregate structures for
angular aggregates by means of Monte Carlo sampling,
which was compatible for concave polygon [21]. An in-
evitable algorithm was intersection check of convex poly-
gons, which was achieved by detecting space independence
of two polygons [22, 23]. In terms of meshing, mortar plus
smaller aggregates embedding coarse aggregate was dis-
cretized into finite elements by free meshing [20, 24] or
uniform background grid [25–27].

Another major factor for durability of reinforced con-
crete structures is corrosion of steel rebar. Researchers
devoted efforts on laboratorial research by means of natural
experiments [28–32] and accelerated experiments [33–38]
about the process of chloride diffusion and corrosion. On the
other hand, some types of simplified approximate law for
corrosion were introduced. Biondini introduced a reason-
able linear damage model for corrosion of rebar under
aggressive agent, which evaluates corrosion rate according to
the real-time chloride content surrounding rebar [39–42].
Despite the complex principle of corrosion, based on the
natural damagemode of corrosion, this linear damagemodel
is able to provide acceptable description of damage process.

-is paper discussed two important aspects regarding
multiscale modeling for numerical simulation of chloride
ion diffusing within concrete. Firstly, a comprehensive
modeling approach for concrete considering both multiscale
modeling including interfacial transition layer (ITL) and
three-phase mesoscale structure including ITZ. Secondly, by
means of the multiscale numerical simulation tool, the in-
fluence of ITZ on diffusion of chloride ion within concrete in
mesoscale was studied in detail, where ITZ was modeled as

an individual phase in FE model for chloride diffusion in
concrete. Besides, the corrosion of rebar in straight edge of
concrete induced by diffusion of chloride ion was also
calculated to study the time evolution of corrosion process.

2. Multiscale Modeling and Discussion

2.1. Multiscale Modeling %eory. In mesoscopic numerical
simulation for chloride diffusion, usually 100∼200mm size
of specimen in square or rectangle was considered. Within
this typical size of analysis space, enough number of ag-
gregates with various sizes were included for in-depth study.
Within limited analysis space, chloride ion would able to
penetrate and saturate the whole space within the assessing
period, indicating the whole space was inadequate for fur-
ther simulation. However, it would be impossible to in-
creasing the size of analysis space due to two reasons. First,
several times of original size of analysis space will generate
much more nodes and elements, especially for three-
dimensional problem. Second, to control computing load-
ing, changing the grading curve and ignoring fine aggregate
will cause inaccuracy of numerical simulation.

In this paper, a scheme of multiscale modeling was
introduced in terms of balancing amount of nodes and
elements and calculation accuracy (Figure 1). In the view of
multiscale modeling, based on original mesoscopic model
including multiphase components which was defined as core
part, a macroscopic compensationmodel, which was defined
as compensation part, was modeled. -e aim of introducing
compensation part was creating addition space to absorb the
chloride within core part and adjusting the distribution of
chloride content within core part, which means re-
distribution of chloride in larger space.

Due to different definition of nodal chloride content and
diffusion coefficient in mesoscopic model and macroscopic
model, the two types of models cannot be directly combined
and analyzed simultaneously. In this paper, interfacial
transition layer (ITL) was introduced to connect both
models at the interface which consists of a group of nodes
and elements, shown in Figure 1. ITL was designed as a
banded shape transition zone allowing chloride ion diffusing
from core part into compensation part. Within each time
step, core part and compensation part were analyzed se-
quentially and the chloride content at interface of the two
parts was transferred based on the function of ITL.

It is worth noting that the most important precondition
is the mechanism of ITL for transporting the chloride ion,
which generates equivalent diffusion and distribution of
chloride within the model on the same scale. ITL could be
composed by a row of common nodes occupied by both
mesoscopic model and macroscopic model, as well as an
amount of elements with certain thickness stuck by both
models.

-e process of transferring chloride ion within ITL in
one-dimension was illustrated in Figure 2. For initial state,
analysis space of three phases including core part, com-
pensation part, and ITL was modeled, respectively.
Boundary condition was set at surface of concrete, which
was the top of core part shown in Figure 2.
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-is mixed model behaved in sequential multiscale
process. For themixed case that core part is inmesoscale and
compensation part in macroscale, equivalent chloride
content in ITL will be calculated and transferred. Definitions
of chloride content in both parts were different. Chloride
content in macroscopic model was measured in concrete,
and the value in mesoscopic model was measured in cement.
-erefore, a necessary procedure was included that the value
of chloride content in ITL should be calculated for each
stage. Simulation of chloride diffusion within mixed model
was divided into two stages of diffusion and two steps of
conversion.

(1) -e first stage of diffusion: core part and ITL were
connected as common interface while ITL and
compensation part were disconnected. With one
time step, chloride ion penetrated into core part from
boundary condition. During current stage, diffusion
of chloride ion restrained within core part and ITL.
-e chloride content of core part and ITL rose up
from previous content while compensation part kept
unchanged.

Find out all of the elements with the centroid located
within the elements from compensation model.

Calculate the weighted mean content of all these ele-
ments in core model. -is content is the represented content
for the element in compensation model.

(2) Conversion from mesoscale to macroscale within
ITL: the simulated result in region in core part
covered by ITL was converted from mesoscale to
macroscale within this step. For the instance of
center bottom of concrete boundary, compensation
part was modeled as simply one-dimensional model.
Within core part, elements with their centroid in-
cluded in interfacial transfer layer were identified
(the region enclosed by red dashed line in Figure 3).
Weighted mean value of chloride content of these
involved elements was calculated for the nodal value
of ITL in macroscale.

(3) -e second stage of diffusion: a new barrier was
inserted at common border of core part and ITL
which was equal to cut down the connection of these
parts. -e existing barrier at common border of
compensation part and ITL was removed. During
this stage, chloride redistributes within the region
including ITL and compensation part.

(4) Conversion from macroscale to mesoscale within
ITL: as the inverse process of the 2nd step, the nodal
content of mesoscopic core part was interpolated
from macroscopic compensation part in the form of
regular rectangle element. As was illustrated in
Figure 4, the outer rectangle represents the uniform
quadrilateral model in compensation part and the
target node denotes the node included within core
part. Four nodes of the quadrilateral were numbered
in counterclockwise.

2.2. Analytical Study for Finite Space with Exposed and Time-
Dependent Boundary. In following section, this paper dis-
cussed about the feasibility of multiscale model in analytical
approach. Due to the sectional design of rebar in concrete
member, some research studies on chloride diffusion were
transformed within two-dimensional space equivalently. For
the case on center of bottom of concrete section, concrete
and outer atmosphere were divided into two infinite half-
space into which the boundary plane divides the three-
dimensional space. Regarding numerical simulation, for
the same configuration of boundary condition and diffu-
sivity of concrete, all points in concrete at the same depth
from the boundary behave in the same characteristics of
diffusion. In simplification, the chloride diffusion in three-
dimensional and two-dimensional space was equivalent to
one-dimensional one. -erefore, the problem was simplified
to one-dimensional macroscopic model, and the analytical
solution for finite space with both exposed and sealing
boundary was discussed. Usually diffusion of chloride within
solution was expressed by linear Fick’s second law:

zC

zt
� D · ∇2C, (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of concrete. C denotes
the chloride content. Considering the boundary condition of
C(0, t) � Cs and C(∞, t) � C0. As was widely known,
according to Laplace transform, the analytical solution of
above partially derivative equation was

Core part

Compensation
part

Cl– ≠ 0

Cl– ≠ 0

Cl– = 0

ti + Δt

ti

Barrier

Core part

Compensation
part

C– ≠ 0

Cl– ≠ 0

Cl– ≠ 0

ti + Δt

ti + Δt

Barrier

Figure 2: -e two stages of chloride diffusion at the interfacial
transition layer connectingmacroscopic andmesoscopic model. (a)
First stage. (b) Second stage.

Compensation part

Core part

Interfacial transition layer

Boundary: Cl–

Figure 1: Two-dimensional multiscale model with core part and
compensation part for simulating chloride diffusion within concrete.
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C(x, t) � C0 + Cs −C0(  1− erf
x

2
���
Dt

√  , (2)

where erf is Gauss error function. -e limitation of the
above solution is the premise of infinite space for boundary
condition, which is suitable for concrete members with large
thickness compared with thickness of concrete cover, but
inaccurate for typical beams and slabs. For finite space,
three-dimensional analytical solution by means of separa-
tion of variables was discussed and deduced by Li et al. [43].
For one-dimensional space, assuming the total length of
diffusion space is l. x axis is the longitudinal direction of the
one-dimensional model. Initial condition for diffusion
space, C(x, 0) � C0 and boundary condition, exposed
boundary C(Γ1, t) � Cs, and sealing boundary zC/zx|Γ2 � 0
were all considered. -e schematic illustration is shown in
Figure 4.

-e simplified function of chloride content including the
variables of time and depth in one-dimensional space
according to Li’s solution was expressed as follows:

C � Cs + C0 −Cs(  

∞

n�1

4
(2n− 1)π

sin
2n− 1
2l

πx e
−D(((2n−1)/2l)π)2t

.

(3)

If zero chloride content for initial condition, C0 � 0, was
considered, equation (3) was simplified as given below:

C � Cs 1− 
∞

n�1

4
(2n− 1)π

sin
2n− 1
2l

πx e
−D(((2n−1)/2l)π)2t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.

(4)

-e aim of following section was to deduce the ex-
pression of analytical solution of chloride content with both
exposed boundary and time-dependent boundary according
to Li’s deduction process and prove that the development in
core model with predefined time-dependent boundary
condition is same as the part in full model. For the con-
sideration of compensation for chloride diffusion, a part of
the full model was extracted and called as Core Model. -e
schematic illustration of core model was shown in Figure 5.
-e length of core model was l1 while assuming the length of
full model was l2(l2 > l1).

Being different with the precondition of Li’s solution
[43], the boundary condition Γ2 of core model was modified
into the function of time-dependent boundary Γ2′ strictly
defined by equation (4) set at l1, expressed in equation (5).
-e other parameters and definition were the same as before.
For simplification, zero chloride content for initial condi-
tion, C0 � 0, was considered.

C(t)|Γ2

� Cs 1− 
∞

n�1

4
(2n− 1)π

sin
2n− 1
2l2

πl1 e
−D (2n−1)/2l2π( )

2
t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.

(5)

Considering a temporary variable V,

V � C−Cs. (6)

Apart from initial condition and boundary condition,
the time-dependent boundary Γ2′ was expressed as

V|x�l1
� −Cs 

∞

n�1

4
(2n− 1)π

sin
2n− 1
2l2

πl1 e
−D (2n−1)/2l2π( )

2
t
.

(7)

By means of separation of variables, V was expressed as

V(x, t) � X(x) · T(t). (8)

By introducing boundary condition of exposed surface
Γ1, the general solution of X was simplified as

X(x) � B sin(αx). (9)

For time-dependent boundary Γ2′, by combining equa-
tions (7) and (9), we obtained the expression of α:

αn �
2n− 1
2l2

π, (n � 1, 2, . . .). (10)

-us, particular solution of X was

Xn(x) � kn sin
2n− 1
2l2

πx . (11)

-e particular solution of T was solved as

Tn � −dne
−Dα2nt

. (12)

Interfacial 
transfer 

layer

Impermeable 
aggregate

Centroid of 
sectional 
element

Figure 3: First step of conversion: calculation of nodal chloride
content of compensation part from involved elements in core part
(red dashed: coverage of nodes in compensation part; blue: in-
volved elements in core part; yellow: uninvolved elements).

Γ1 Γ2

l

xO

C (Γ1, t) = Cs
(C/x) Γ2 = 0

C (x, t) = C0

Figure 4: Analysis model for analytical deduction.
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-us, general solution of V was

Vn � en sin
2n− 1
2l2

πx e
−Dα2nt

. (13)

where en was the nth order of unknown expression and
en � kn · dn. Considering initial condition (t � 0), we ob-
tained the following from equation (13):



∞

n�1
en sin

2n− 1
2l2

πx  � −Cs. (14)

Due to orthogonality of the following function series,


l

0
sin αmx(  sin αnx( dx �

0, m≠ n,

l/2, m � n,
 (15)

Combining equations (14) and (15), we obtained:

en � −
4Cs

(2n− 1)π
. (16)

By combining equations (6), (13), and (16), finally we
obtained:

C � Cs 1− 
∞

n�1

4
(2n− 1)π

sin
2n− 1
2l2

πx e
−D (2n−1)/2l2π( )( )

2
t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,

x ∈ 0, l1 ( .

(17)

-erefore, even considering the time-dependent bound-
ary, the development of diffusion within core model was
exactly the same as the original model, which proved the
feasibility of compensation for chloride diffusion.

3. Mesoscopic Modeling Approach

3.1. Generation of Two-Dimensional Random Aggregate.
In two-dimensional space, the major consideration of gen-
erating mesoscopic model is requirement of both grading of
aggregates and its volume fraction in concrete. Generally, the
mesoscopic structure of aggregate is randomly generated by
dispersing particles in given shape and size in a limited square
or rectangle space. -is process was fulfilled by two essential
steps, including constructing qualified aggregate and dis-
persing the aggregate. An applicable approach introduced in
this paper was depicted as follows.

(1) Construction of aggregate in given shape and size
regarding grading of concrete: the convex polygon
of an applicable aggregate is connected along the
points on the curve of a randomly generated el-
lipse, the area of which meets the requirement of

design particle size. -en, the preliminary inscri-
bed polygon is enlarged to match the same area of
designed ellipse.

Two additional points to guarantee reasonable shape of
aggregate should be noted. In practical concrete engineering,
elongated aggregate (with dimension ratio over 2 :1) should
be avoided considering its poor structural performance.-us,
in aggregate generation program, all vertices of polygon are
well distributed on ellipse in terms of the included angle
defined by the connecting line of vertices of polygon and its
centroid (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). Another measurement is
controlling the area occupancy of polygon within the design
ellipse (Figures 6(c) and 6(d)). Detailed values for minimum
included angle andminimum area occupancy are designed by
domestic specification for aggregates.

(2) Dispersing aggregate by judgement of overlapping of
aggregates: within two-dimensional space, for one
newly dispersed aggregate, checking its involvement
within given rectangle analysis region and over-
lapping with all existing aggregates are required. -e
first condition can be met by checking whether the
maximum and minimum coordinates of polygon are
covered by the rectangle. -e detailed judgement for
overlapping of convex polygon was described as
follows. Terms quoted are shown in Figure 7.

(i) For each pair of aggregates, judge whether sum
of outer radius (R0 + R0′) is larger than distance
of centroids (dagg). Here, outer radius is defined
as the maximum radical distance from any
vertex to centroid. If no ((R0 + R0′)≤dagg), there
is no overlapping of aggregate and the newly
dispersed aggregate is accepted. If yes ((R0+

R0′)≥ dagg), possible overlapping cannot be avoi-
ded and continue to next step for further check.

(ii) Judge whether sum of inner radius (Ri + Ri′) is
smaller than distance of centroids (dagg). Here,
inner radius is defined as the minimum radical
distance from any side to centroid. If no
((Ri + Ri′)>dagg), solid overlapping appears and
a redispersion of new aggregate is required. If
equal ((Ri + Ri′) � dagg), a rare case representing
parallel sides of aggregates is inappropriate
which is also unaccepted. If yes ((Ri + Ri′)<
dagg), intersected sides cannot be avoided con-
tinue to next step for further check.

(iii) Judge whether the vertices of polygon repre-
senting aggregate are inclusion of the existing
aggregate (Figure 8). If yes, overlapping is
proved and a redispersion of new aggregate is
required. If no, a complicated case of over-
lapping that intersection polygons without any
vertex located within each polygon still cannot
be assured and continue to next step.

(iv) -e last step is judging whether there are any
shared nodes of background meshing grid for
both polygons (Figure 9). If yes, overlapping is
proved and a redispersion of new aggregate is

C (Γ1, t) = Cs

C (x, t) = C0Γ1 Γ2

xO
l1

C(t) Γ2

Figure 5: Illustration of core model for diffusion with
compensation.
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required. If no, the newly dispersed aggregate is
accepted.

-e above process was illustrated in Figure 10.
Two typical models with elongated aggregate are shown in
Figure 11.

Ro

Ri

Ri′

Ro′

Agg1

Agg2

dagg

Figure 7: Inner radius, outer radius, and distance of centroids of
two intersected aggregates.

Figure 8: Inclusion of vertices owned by dispersed aggregate in
existing aggregate.

Figure 9: Shared nodes of background meshing grid for both
polygons.

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Generating polygon of aggregate based on ellipse. (a)
Acceptable aggregate. (b) Elongated aggregate. (c) Low area pro-
portion. (d) Fair area proportion.
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Calculate total amount and partical size of aggregates;
create background meshing grid.

Sum of outer radius 
is larger than distance of centroids

Ro + Ro′ > dagg

Sum of inner radius 
is smaller than distance of centroids

Ri + Ri′ < dagg

Inclusion of vertices in existing 
aggregate

Any shared nodes of background 
meshing grid?

Dispersion succeeds

Yes

Yes

No

No

Disperse next aggregate until end of dispersion

End

No

Yes

No

Yes

Dispersing a new aggregate

Figure 10: Process of generating random polygonal aggregates.
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Additional process for modeling is meshing the geom-
etry space including significantly irregular distribution of
aggregate. Conventional commercial software was adopted
for meshing process. However, low success rate of meshing
in refined quadrilateral element cannot be avoided for most
commercial software due to the complex model. -us, an
optimized way adopted in this paper was meshing the space
in triangle element and subdividing one triangle into four
small quadrilaterals, which was proved as high meshing
success rate and high efficiency.

3.2. Modeling of ITZ Based on Meshed Space. Modeling
approach for ITZ was determined by the mechanism of
simulating chloride diffusion within ITZ. ITZ was recog-
nized as an indeterminate zone around aggregates and bulk,
in linearly decreasing porosity with increase of distance from
aggregate surface. Existing approaches describe ITZ as an
individual layer or compensation on equivalent diffusivity of
aggregate [44–46]. In terms of aggregates in random
polygon, the way of building actual elements of ITZ was
adopted in this paper. -us, more DOFs were introduced,
which significantly increased time consumption of assem-
bling global diffusion matrix and solving it.

Since ITZ was identified as the individual phase sur-
round aggregate, additional uniform width of elements
adhering on the edge of aggregates might induce un-
necessary overlapping of ITZ elements in some cases that the
pair of aggregate was too close to each other. In order to
avoid the above circumstance, ITZ elements were assigned
on the inner side of edge of aggregate instead of outer side.
According to minor area proportion of ITZ, it was ac-
ceptable slightly decreasing the size of aggregate. -ere are
totally three steps for this process.

(i) For the first step, for any aggregate, the lines on its
edge were parallel offset inside by the designed
width, h, shown as the dashed line in Figure 12(a).

(ii) For the second step, all intersection of the offset
lines were found, the total number of which were

equal to vertices of aggregate, shown as the black
point in Figure 12(b). Additionally, a special sub-
routine called “func_L2L” was developed to identify
the relationship of a pair of line segments. Its output
result provided whether the two line segments in-
tersect and the coordinate of their intersection.

(iii) For the third step, combining the previous available
nodes of aggregate and newly generated nodes
(intersection), a group of quadrilateral elements was
built in counterclockwise order, which represented
ITZ. -eir physical properties were set individually
being different from existing cement paste.

-e above entire process of modeling FE model of
concrete involving ITZ is shown in Figure 13.

4. Basis of Assessing Approach

4.1. Diffusion Model of Chloride. Transportation of chloride
ion in porous medium such as cementitious materials is
mainly a diffusive phenomenon due to concentration gra-
dients [47]. -e diffusion of chloride ion within concrete
components was admitted as a complex process, which was
influenced by many factors including water/cement ratio,
porosity of cement, additive, aggregate, temperature, hu-
midity, environmental chloride content, binding effect of
binder, and hydration of cement.-e above process could be
simulated by numerical approach based on available envi-
ronmental attacking condition and material properties.
Fick’s second law was widely adopted as the expression of
principle differential equation [48]:

ωe
zCf

zt
�

z

zx
Deωe

zCf

zx
−

zCb

zt
,

Ct � Cb + Cf · ωe,

(18)

where Cf is the free chloride content (in kg/m3 of solution);
Cb is the bound chloride content (in kg/m

3 of concrete); Ct is
the total chloride content (in kg/m3 of concrete); De is the

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Generated aggregates with limitation on dimension ratio. (a) Allowable dimension ratio up to 2 :1. (b) Allowable dimension ratio
up to 5 :1.
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effective diffusivity; and ωe is the evaporable water content
(in volume percentage of concrete). Considering complexity
of cross sections of bridge pier, appropriate preliminary
division and meshing grid are processed by means of some
meshing tools or commercial FE software. Experimental
data indicated that due to cement hydration and chloride
content, the chloride diffusion coefficient is strongly de-
pendent on the exposure period of concrete [49].

4.2. Corrosion Model of Rebar. Corrosion of rebar initiates in
the form of galvanic reaction between ferrous and oxygen
accelerated by the presence of active free chloride ion once the
protection of high pH (>12.5) hydration products was
depassivated. Corrosion continues with the cycle of electric
current between cathode and anode, which was influenced by
high chloride concentration at the level of the rebar, envi-
ronmental temperature, electrical resistivity of concrete, and
hydration of cement.-e corrosionmodel regressed by Liu and
Weyers [34] based on experimental data included the influence
of chloride content, temperature, concrete cover resistance, and
time of cement hydration, which was expressed as

ln 1.08icorr(  � 8.37 + 0.618 · ln(1.69Cl)−
3034

T

− 0.000105Rc + 2.32t
−0.215

,

(19)

where icorr is corrosion current intensity (μA/cm2); Cl is
chloride content (kg/m3), which was obtained from nu-
merical simulation result of chloride diffusion; T is tem-
perature at the depth of steel surface (in degree Kelvin); Rc is
the resistance of the cover concrete (ohms); and t is cor-
rosion time duration (years). With the data chloride content
obtained by numerical simulation and the other parameters
assumed previously, the real-time corrosion current rate at
each time step of numerical simulation was calculated by
equation (19). -us, the corrosion depth on surface of rebar
was calculated as [50]

Dt+Δt � Dt − 0.023 · icorrΔt, (20)

where Dt is remaining rebar diameter (mm) at t years,
here 20mm adopted; Dt+Δt is reduced rebar diameter (mm)
at t + Δt years; and ΔD|Δt is reduction of rebar diameter
(mm) for the period of propagation for the duration time of
Δt years.

5. Numerical Simulation for Diffusion of
Chloride Including Compensation

5.1. Influence of ITZ Properties regarding Compensation.
Considering that characteristics of ITZ significantly influ-
ence diffusion chloride within concrete, critical properties of

h

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Process of generating new elements and nodes for ITZ. (a) Step 1: offset outline with ITZ width, h. (b) Step 2: find intersection
(nodes) of outline. (c) Step 3: form elements of ITZ.

Random aggregate model

Meshed FEM model

Creates inner parallel 
offset line-segment

Find intersection of line-
segment pair

Form ITZ quadrilateral element 
in counterclockwise ordering

Adjust and merge nodes and 
elements

Find all nodes on boundary 
and organize in group

ITZ width
Organize nodes in group 

and counterclockwise

Obtain outline node
groups for aggregates

Geometric properties of 
linesegment

Subroutine “func_L2L”

Figure 13: Flow chart for modeling of ITZ based on meshed FEM model.
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ITZ were detailed studied in this section, including diffu-
sivity and width of ITZ, aggregate volume fraction, and
grade of aggregate. Furthermore, chloride content on surface
of rebar was also researched regarding presence of ITZ.

Another major consideration of this paper was the effect
of compensation in multiscale modeling. A 100×100mm
two-dimensional square space was modeled for mesoscopic
core part, and another 100× 200mm rectangle space was
modeled for macroscopic compensation part (Figure 14).
Width of ITL was set at 10mm, whichmeans 10% area of core
part and 5% area of compensation part were overlapped. On
the other hand, for the case without compensation, macro-
scopic compensation part was deleted and chloride ion can
only diffuse within smaller mesoscopic core part.

For the other parameters, transportation mechanism of
chloride ion between both parts was described in previous
section of this paper. For all simplified cases studied in this
section, the analytical apparent surface chloride content of
0.71 (%wc) and apparent concrete diffusivity of 1.84 ×

10−12m2/s were adopted for macroscopic model, which were
regressed based on Zhao’s data [51]. Meanwhile, the ag-
gregate was considered as impermeable and corresponding
modeling of FEM was ignored. Boundary condition and
diffusivity of cement paste were calculated by these results.
Regarding generating random aggregate of mesoscopic
model, Fuller’s curve was adopted as the grading of ag-
gregate. Both types of cases with compensation and without
compensation were studied.

Significant random distribution of aggregate was the
major factor for uncertainty of chloride diffusion. -us,
totally, 100 specimens of aggregate model for each case were
generated and analyzed considering reasonable accurate and
acceptable time consumption. After all specimens were
analyzed, mean results of these cases were calculated for
further comparison.

5.1.1. Diffusivity of ITZ. Firstly, diffusivity of ITZ was
studied, which was represented by the ratio of DITZ/DCP.
Here,DITZ andDCP denoted the diffusivity in ITZ and cement
paste, respectively. As was discussed by Zheng et al. [4], DITZ/
DCP would vary within 1∼5 considering different configu-
ration of w/c, aggregate size, hydration time, and aggregate
fraction theoretically, which were discussed by means of the
approach introduced in this paper. 50 μm of ITZ width was
modeled by expanding the edge of aggregate and rebar.
Maximum aggregate size in 20mm was considered.

Figure 15 showed typical distribution of chloride content
regarding different diffusivity in ITZ.-emajor difference of
contour line observed was the slightly higher chloride
content due to the presence of ITZ in width of the mi-
crometer scale. It means higher diffusivity in ITZ compared
with cement paste accelerated the diffusion of chloride
within concrete.

For mesoscopic numerical simulation, distribution of
aggregate was recognized as the major influence factor
for development of chloride [52]. Chloride content on
surface of rebar significantly varied with different ar-
rangement and grading of aggregate. -us, both mean and

maximum distribution of chloride ion in terms of random
aggregate models became the major consideration. Fig-
ures 16 and 17 summarized average content and maximum
versus depth regarding diffusivity of ITZ at 50 years and 100
years, respectively. It was clearly noted that chloride content
increased as the diffusivity of ITZ increased. An interesting
phenomenon observed was that the influence of compen-
sation was larger in higher chloride content. It attributed to a
larger diffusion space released in mixed model including
compensation part. From the result of numerical simulation,
another point should be noted that within the boundary
layer in width of 10mm from surface of concrete, both mean
and maximum chloride content were closed to boundary
condition, which was recognized as the lower aggregate
volume fraction and smaller particle size in this region.

5.1.2. ITZ Width. -e second major factor for chloride dif-
fusion is ITZ width. A thin layer composed of quadrilateral
elements in the width of 5μm, 10μm, 20μm, 35μm, and 50μm
adhering to the edge of aggregates was modeled (Figure 18).
For the other parameters, diffusivity of ITZ in DITZ/DCP� 5
was adopted. Maximum particle size of coarse aggregate was
limited within Dmax� 20mm. Figure 18 showed ITZ elements
in orange color of FE model in different width of ITZ.

Figures 19 and 20 showed average content and maxi-
mum versus depth regarding width of ITZ at 50 years and
100 years, respectively. A clear conclusion was drawn that
thicker ITZ width induced higher volume fraction of ITZ
and enhanced diffusion of chloride ion.

5.1.3. Aggregate Volume Fraction. Aggregate volume frac-
tion determined total amount of aggregates within given
space and accordingly total length of perimeter was also
determined, which was the key factor for proportion of ITZ
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Figure 14: Contour of chloride content of multiscale model.
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in concrete. In this section, the cases of aggregate volume
fraction in 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70% were dis-
cussed by means of the approach introduced in this paper.
Diffusivity of ITZ in DITZ/DCP � 5 and 50 μm of ITZ width
were adopted. Maximum aggregate size in 20mm and Fuller
grading was adopted. Both types of cases with compensation
and without compensation were studied. Figure 21 showed
with aggregate volume fraction from 20% to 70%, the typical
distribution of chloride content and aggregate with given
analysis square space.

Figure 22 described mean content and maximum versus
depth regarding aggregate volume fraction at 100 years.

According to the result, presence of ITZ provided greater
effect on higher aggregate volume fraction and thus reduced
the difference of chloride content profile in cases with
different aggregate volume fraction.

5.1.4. Grade of Aggregate. -e cases for grade of aggregate
with maximum aggregate size Dmax � 5mm, 10mm, 15mm,
20mm, 25mm, and 30mm were discussed. Both cases with
or without ITZ were included. Fuller grading was adopted.
For the case with ITZ, diffusivity of ITZ in DITZ/DCP � 5 was
adopted. 50 μm of ITZ width was modeled by expanding the

16 16.4 16.8 17.2 17.6 18 18.4

(a)

16 16.4 16.8 17.2 17.6 18 18.4

(b)

Figure 15: Typical distribution of chloride content regarding diffusivity in ITZ (solid line denotes isoline of chloride content). (a) DITZ/
DCP � 1. (b) DITZ/DCP � 5.
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Figure 16: Average content and maximum vs. depth regarding compensation and ITZ DITZ/DCP at 50 y of exposure (dashed: w/o
compensation; solid: with compensation). (a) Mean chloride content. (b) Maximum chloride content.
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edge of aggregate and rebar. Both types of cases with
compensation and without compensation were studied.
Figure 23 showed with maximum aggregate size from 5mm
to 30mm, the typical distribution of chloride content and
aggregate with given analysis square space. Figure 24 showed
mean content and maximum versus depth regarding grade
of aggregate at 100 years.

Figure 24 summarized mean and maximum chloride
content vs. depth from surface of concrete. An interesting
point should be noted that the lower aggregate volume
fraction and smaller particle size in the region closed to
boundary was not significant in the case with smaller
maximum particle size. Moreover, presence of ITZ indeed
enhanced diffusion of chloride ion especially in cases with
smaller maximum particle size.

5.2. Chloride Content and Corrosion of Steel Rebar. In this
section, chloride content on the front of rebar in terms of
the configuration was studied by the multiscale numerical
simulation introduced previously. According to general

engineering design, a group of concrete cover thickness and
rebar diameter was devised for detailed comparison of
chloride diffusion and rebar corrosion, shown in Table 1. For
the purpose of comparison, rebar in diameter of 16mm was
selected for the cases in different cover thickness and 50mm
cover thickness for the comparison of rebar diameters. By
means of the random aggregate generation approach and
considering reasonable computing loading, 100 two-
dimensional samples for each combination of concrete
cover thickness and rebar diameter was modeled consid-
ering random distribution of aggregate.

Considering three-phase composite of concrete, nodes
and elements of ITZ were modeled not only surrounding
aggregate, but also on the surface of steel rebar. It also
justified to a certain extent that the formation of ITZ on
surface of steel rebar in the light of the same mechanism of
aggregate. -erefore the same width and diffusivity of
ITZ on surface of steel were adopted. Chloride content on
front of rebar was extracted from the newly created nodes on
the edge of ITZ elements in terms of the neat surface of steel
rebar.
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Figure 17: Average content and maximum vs. depth regarding compensation and ITZ DITZ/DCP at 100 y of exposure (dashed: w/o
compensation; solid: with compensation). (a) Mean chloride content. (b) Maximum chloride content.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 18: FE model for cement paste and ITZ regarding ITZ width, h (blue: cement paste; orange: ITZ). (a) h� 5 μm. (b) h� 10 μm.
(c) h� 20 μm. (d) h� 35 μm. (e) h� 50 μm.
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-e placement of steel rebar on the center of straight
edge was considered. Rebar placed in the center of bottom
side of concrete section (Figure 25(a) listed in Table 1
was tested. Term d denotes the cover thickness and the
diameter; D of circle refers to diameter of rebar. A two-
dimensional mesoscopic core model in the size of
100×100mmwas created. In order to guarantee the effect of
compensation, 100× 200mm total size of compensation

model was designed as two times of core model. 10mm
thickness of ITL was considered for compensation process.
Apart from ITZ elements surrounding aggregates, new
elements adjacent to steel rebar were also modeled by
expanding outline. -erefore, chloride content on surface
of rebar was extracted from the newly built nodes of ITZ.
Both types of cases with compensation and without
compensation were studied. Diffusivity of ITZ in DITZ/
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Figure 20: Average content and maximum vs. depth regarding compensation and ITZ width at 100 y of exposure (dashed: w/o com-
pensation; solid: with compensation). (a) Mean chloride content. (b) Maximum chloride content.
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Figure 19: Average content and maximum vs. depth regarding compensation and ITZ width at 50 y of exposure (dashed: w/o com-
pensation; solid: with compensation). (a) Mean chloride content. (b) Maximum chloride content.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 21: FE model and typical distribution of chloride content for different aggregate volume fraction, fa. (a) fa� 20%. (b) fa� 30%. (c)
fa� 40%. (d) fa� 50%. (e) fa� 60%. (f ) fa� 70%.
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Figure 22: Continued.
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Figure 22: Average content and maximum vs. depth regarding aggregate volume fraction (fa) and presence of ITZ at 100 y of exposure
(dashed: w/o compensation; solid: with compensation). (a) Mean chloride content with ITZ. (b) Mean chloride content w/o ITZ. (c) Max
chloride content with ITZ. (d) Max chloride content w/o ITZ.
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Figure 23: FE model and typical distribution of chloride content for different aggregate and gradation. (a) Dmax � 5mm. (b) Dmax � 10mm.
(c) Dmax � 15mm. (d) Dmax � 20mm. (e) Dmax � 25mm. (f) Dmax � 30mm.
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DCP � 5 was adopted. 50 μm of ITZ width was modeled by
expanding the edge of aggregate and rebar. Maximum
aggregate size in 20mm was considered, and Fuller grading
was adopted.

Figure 25(b) showed typical distribution of chloride
content within core mesoscopic model and compensated
macroscopic model at 100 years of exposure period for the
cases of rebar placed in center of bottom. -e contour
clearly described sound transition of chloride content near
ITL on both cases and proved the effect of compensation as
well.
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Figure 24: Average content and maximum vs. depth, regarding grade of aggregate and presence of ITZ (dashed: w/o compensation; solid:
with compensation). (a) Mean with ITZ. (b) Mean w/o ITZ. (c) Max with ITZ. (d) Max w/o ITZ.

Table 1: Details of model comparison for concrete cover thickness
and rebar diameter regarding chloride diffusion and rebar
corrosion.

Cover thickness, C (mm)
Rebar diameter, D (mm)

12 16 20 25 28
20 ×

30 ×

40 ×

50 × × × × ×

60 ×
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-e circle curve of rebar was meshed into a series of
node, and nodal chloride content was obtained from result
of FE analysis. For all 100 samples of each research case,
mean value of chloride content on each node around rebar
was calculated and plotted in polar coordinate. Figure 26
showed the polar distribution of mean chloride content on
cross section of rebar at 20 years (solid) and 100 years
(dashed) of exposure period. Depending on whether
compensation model or ITZ was considered, chloride
content was plotted in different colors, shown in legend on
the bottom. Distribution of chloride content developed
towards lower-middle, which matched the configuration
of boundary condition. Result indicated higher chloride
content was obtained for longer period of exposure.
Moreover, lower value was observed in the cases with
compensation.

Mean chloride content vs. cover thickness for 16mm
rebar and mean chloride content vs. diameter for 50mm
cover are summarized in Figure 27. An obvious result
showed lower chloride content in compensation case since
solid lines were all under corresponding dashed lines in the
figures, which attributed the larger diffusion space in
compensation cases.

Another observation was the insignificant difference
between the solid line of “ITZ” and “ITZ+Compensation”
(20 years). Since diffusion of chloride did not exceed the
border of core part and compensation part, there was no
clear difference for both diffusion spaces of “ITZ” and
“ITZ+Compensation,” which is the major reason.

-e corrosion model regressed by Liu and Weyers [34]
based on experimental data included the influence of

chloride content, temperature, concrete cover resistance,
and time of cement hydration, which was expressed as

ln 1.08icorr(  � 8.37 + 0.618 · ln(1.69Cl)−
3034

T

− 0.000105Rc + 2.32t
−0.215

,

(21)

where icorr is corrosion current intensity (μA/cm2); Cl is
chloride content (kg/m3), which was obtained from nu-
merical simulation result of chloride diffusion; T is
temperature at the depth of steel surface (in degree
Kelvin); Rc is the resistance of the cover concrete (ohms);
and t is corrosion time duration (years). For corrosion
calculation in the following discussion, environmental
temperature 293 K was adopted. A generally adopted
value of concrete resistance 1500Ω was adopted. Besides,
pitting of rebar was neglected. With the data chloride
content obtained by numerical simulation, the real-time
corrosion current rate at each time step of numerical
simulation was calculated. -e corrosion depth on surface
of rebar was calculated as [50]

Dt+Δt � Dt − 0.023 · icorrΔt, (22)

where Dt is remaining rebar diameter (mm) at t years, here
20mm adopted and Dt+Δt is reduced rebar diameter (mm) at
t + Δt years.

A single mean chloride content for each time step
was calculated as the attacking chloride content for rebar, and
mean corrosion depth of rebar was calculated based
on equation (19). Figure 28(a) (cover thickness) and
Figure 28(b) (rebar diameter) showed corrosion process and
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Figure 25: Geometrical configuration and chloride content distribution of compensation case. (a) Geometrical configuration of concrete
analysis space and rebar. (b) Typical distribution of aggregate and chloride content in concrete, 100 y.
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characteristics of rebar based on obtained distribution of
chloride content around rebar. Ordinate in these figures in-
dicated the ratio of diameter of corroded rebar to initial value.

Obtained diagrams showed less corrosion of steel rebar
in the cases with compensation due to larger space for
chloride diffusion and lower distributed chloride content.
More obvious difference comparing between the result from
the compensation model (solid) and the case without
compensation (dashed) due to a longer exposure period was
observed.

Moreover, it should be noted that increasing concrete
cover provided slight effect on protecting steel rebar from
corrosion. -e higher diffusivity in ITZ adhering on steel
rebar provided an equivalent express channel for diffusion of
chloride ion around steel rebar. -us, ITZ actually balanced
the difference of depth from surface of concrete for these
cases and insignificant difference was observed for cases in
different covers. Similar phenomenon was noticed that
compensation decreased chloride content on surface of
rebar as well as its corrosion degree.
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Figure 26: Polar distribution of chloride content on cross section of rebar on center of bottom side (solid: 20 y; dashed: 100 y). (a)
R� 16mm, C� 20mm. (b) R� 16mm, C� 30mm. (c) R� 16mm, C� 40mm. (d) R� 16mm, C� 50mm. (e) R� 16mm, C� 60mm. (f)
R� 12mm, C� 50mm. (g) R� 20mm, C� 50mm. (h) R� 25mm, C� 50mm. (i) R� 28mm, C� 50mm.
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6. Conclusion

-is paper presented a study on the approach of multiscale
modeling for diffusion of chloride ion within concrete in-
cluding ITZ. A two-phase integrated model including core
part and compensation part was introduced, where both
phases were connected by an overlapped zone called in-
terfacial transition layer. Nodes and elements of ITZ in FE
model were built by expanding outline of aggregates which
were randomly generated. Cases considering multiscale and
ITZ were studied for obtaining chloride content profile.
Moreover, corrosion of rebar on straight edge was discussed

by means of the multiscale approach.-e conclusions of this
study are summarized as follows:

(1) -e multiscale approach based on the theory of
compensation for mesoscopic numerical simulation
of chloride diffusion within concrete introduced in
this paper was applied by means of numerical
simulation. -e presented work showed the influ-
ence of compensated model on distribution of
chloride content, which provided the basis for future
large-scale structural durability analysis in optimized
size, number of DOFs, and time consumption.
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Figure 27: Mean chloride content of rebar on center of bottom side (solid: 20 y; dashed: 100 y). (a) Mean chloride content vs. cover
thickness, 16mm rebar. (b) Mean chloride content vs. diameter, 50mm cover.
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(2) Regarding diffusivity and width of ITZ, volume
fraction, and grade of aggregate, effects of ITZ on
distribution of chloride were compared in the pre-
sented work.-e result showed significant difference
on distribution of chloride content between different
configuration of ITZ and compensation.

(3) In the light of corrosion model of steel rebar in
terms of surrounding chloride content, presence of
ITZ and multiscale compensation was discussed by
numerical simulation. -e result obtained is related
to the configuration of rebar diameter, concrete
cover, and exposure period. It was clearly concluded
that consideration of both ITZ and compensation
changed significantly the distribution of chloride
content as well as corrosion process of steel rebar.
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